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PREFACE

Many books and articles generally recognize that management
personnel other than those in the data processing installation need to
be oriented towards data processing if effective utilization of these

costly computers is to evolve.

Present emphasis in the U. S. Marine

Corps is on training of data processing personnel with limited orientation or training of other managerial personnel in the capabilities and

limitations of computers.

The author carries an additional military occupational specialty
as a Data Processing Officer and has been involved with Marine Corps

data processing for a number of years.

He found this lack of training

of other officers a perplexing problem to him in the conduct of everyday
tasks.

It soon became evident to him that all officers dealing with him

should have adequate training in data processing.

This problem has been

recognized by some Marine Corps officials, but to date a standard system
for training of officers has not evolved.

This presentation explores the need for managerial training,
present Marine Corps status on such training and an approach pursued by
the Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina.

A survey by

a leading management consulting firm is discussed as a portion of this

exploration.

Detail lesson plans for the conduct of a semi-standardized

course are developed.

iii

I have sought to combine the guidance offered by my thesis

director with my own personal experiences in the effort to develop the
lesson plans.

It is hoped that the plans presented will serve as an

aid in the formulation of a Marine Corps -wide course.
As every student knows, a thesis comes to completion only through

the help of many people who contribute their ideas, time and special

skills.

Here, I can only mention a few by name:

Lieutenant Colonel

Jack W. Harris for his work at Cherry Point; Virginia Levy for providing
skillful assistance in editing and Marie Chamberlin for her excellent
typing of the thesis though severly handicapped by my abominable hand-

writing.

Finally I am indebted to my wife Bettye, for providing a climate

in which I could work productively.

iv
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CHAPTER I

NECESSITY FOR MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Computer Usage

A huge international industry has started growing up in just the
last few years

—

the 5 billion dollar world-wide computer business.

It

is far and away the fastest growing international industry with sales in

industrial nations zooming at a rate of between 20 and 22 per cent a year.

Presently there are about 10 billion dollars worth of computers installed
around the world.

About 75 per cent of the total is in the united States.

This widespread and increasing use of computers promises marked
changes in business management during the latter years of the twentieth

Ve are presently on the threshold of the so called "second in-

century.

dustrial revolution" which has been dramatically described as the "age of
automation." 2

The U. S. Marine Corps constitutes a portion of this computer
market and is presently actively engaged in the increasing acquisition
of computers.

There are many factors to consider for the Marine Corps'

"The $5 Billion World Market for Computers," Business Week
(February 19, 1966), p. 110.
2

Otis Lipstreu, "Organizational Implications of Automation,"
Journal of the Academy of Management (August, 1960), p. 119.

i

effective utilization of its computers, however, this study will be
confined to training of management personnel.

The necessity for data

processing training of Marine Corps officers will be examined with
particular attention directed to the following questions.
processing training of officers desirable?
should be trained?

Is data

If se, what rank levels

How extensive should the training be?

The information used to answer these juestions will be both
primary and secondary in nature.

Opinions of civilian and governmental

experts will be examined via textbooks, periodicals, reports and interviews.

Particular emphasis will be placed on die results of a managerial

course conducted at the Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N. C.

The information will be sorted and integrated, and a proposed plan for
data processing training by die U. S. Marine Corps should evolve.

McKinsey and Company Survey
In order to determine what American industry has thus far learned

about organizing and managing computer systems for optimum results,

McKinsey and Company undertook an intensive survey of 27 companies in 13
different industries ranging from heavy manufacturing to retail distribution.

Predominantly these were large companies, leaders in their in-

dustries who had extensive computer systems experience .3

Early in the course of this survey it became clear that the 27
companies, considered in terms of the relative success of their computer
3

John T. Garrity, Getting the Most Out of Your Computer, A Survey
of Company Approaches and Results . Prepared by McKinsey and Co. (New York:
McKinsey & Co., 1963), pp. 1-5.

-

.

system efforts, fell into two distinct groups.

Nine companies referred

to as the "above average" or "lead" companies had recovered the start up
as well as the current operating costs of their computer installations.

Eighteen others, the "average companies," were still a long way from
covering current outlays much less recovering their original investment.^
Almost without exception,

tlxe

"above average" companies had made broad-

scale use of computer-based systems.

Host of their operating divisions

had major applications installed and more were under way.

Typically, they

had set up computer applications in most major functions of the company,
from production to marketing and distribution, not just in the accounting
area.

Unlike the average companies, whose computer systems were generally

confined to routine record keeping activities, the lead companies had also

put the computer to work on the crucial decisions of the business:

in

sales forecasting, in manpower and production scheduling, in inventory

management
This is not to say that the "above average" companies had not

used computer systems on routine office and accounting functions.
had, and in so doing many have reduced costs significantly.

They

But the

experience of the lead companies shows that it is only as the computer is

brought to bear on a broad front and, in particular, on the key problems
of uhe business, that it begins to realise its full potential.-*

The survey indicated that the major problem in getting a payout
from the computer is not technical but managerial and organisational.

4
5

Ibid ., p. 6.
Ibid ., p. 7.

In

-

none of the companies could less than satisfactory results be traced to
All the survey companies had mastered most of the

equipment failure.

technical demands ox computer systems.

Furthermore, analyses of other

factors, such as company size and type of industry, indicated that these

factors might influence but did not determine tha level of accomplishment.

Comparing patterns of management and organization of the computer
systems effort, on the other hand, revealed a whole complex of significant

differences between the two groups of companies.

By and large these

differences seem to stem from management's concept of the computer.

In the

average company, management had seen the computer simply as a highly ad-

vanced accounting machine for performing traditional functions faster and

~

hopefully

—

at lower cost.

Or it had viewed the computer as a mysterious

device that only the initiate can master, and thus had delegated all

responsibility for the effort to technically trained subordinates.
In the above average companies, management viewed the computer

very differently.

It saw the computer systems effort as a major economic

resource to be used in running the business.

Further, the computer effort

was held no more sacrosanct than any other new corporate activity and thus
was subject to the same management processes.
This difference in concept is evident in all important aspects of
the computer effort.

First, it shows up in the quality of leadership that

corporate executives provide.

Next, it is reflected in the planning and

control tools that management has built into the computer systems program.
Third, it is apparent in the role operating management plays.
is reflected in the caliber of the computer systems staff.

Finally, it

Computer systems success is more heavily dependent on executive
No company achieved above average

leadership than on any other factor.

results without the active participation of top management.

And where

corporate management in affect abdicated its responsibilities, the results

were seldom outstanding.^
This difference in executive leadership manifests itself in many
ways.

In the above average companies, the corporate computer executive is

most often just one level below the chief executive.

In the typical

average company, by contrast, this computer executive is more likely to be
two, three, or even more levels down.

Furthermore, in the average company,

top executives devote far less time to the management of the computer

systems effort.

But even more pronounced than these tangible signs of executive

leadership is the marked difference in the atmosphere that surrounds the
In the average company, management is likely to take only a

effort.

sporadic and superficial interest.

As a result, some computer systems

managers feel the effort has been hindered, not helped by company executives.
In the above average company, by contrast, it is apparent that corporate

management has set clear-cut objectives ensuring that the computer program
is focused on the major problems of the business.

Adequate resources have

been marshaled to get the job done, and the human and organizational
barriers to progress in this still-new field have been brought down.
Finally, top management reviews and challenges the plans and programs of

6

Ibid ., pp. 12-13.

.

•

.

.

.

•

the computer group; monitors progress; and insists on significant,
—

tangible benefits from its investment in computer systems.'
In keeping with its leadership role, corporate management in the

above average company has required the development o£ tools for planning

and controlling the computer systems effort.

Typically, each computer

application is approved only after a careful feasibility study that
realistically weighs costs and risKs against expected dollar payout.

Be-

fore a computer project is launched, detailed project plans are drawn up,

covering time and manpower requirements and setting interim goals.

During

the course of the project, periodic progress reports are made, measuring

interim cost and accomplishment against plan.

Finally, management requires

and reviews an economic appraisal of completed projects to ensure that

anticipations are realized.
In the typical lead company, corporate executive? see to it that

operating management takes a major responsibility for the end results

produced by computer systems applications.

In the average company, by

contrast, the technical staff tends to dominate all the important computer

systems decisions, leaving operating management in the role of a grudging,

or at best indifferent, spectator.
In the above average companies, operating management plays a major

role every step of the way.

should be undertaken.

It helps decide which computer applications

It critically examines all application plans.

contributes manpower to each project team, not merely to ensure that

operating personnel can administer the program once it is installed,

7

Ibid ., p. 15.

It

.

^

Finally, operating management takes major responsibility for the success
o£ the application.

Its attitude is summed up in the words of one lead

company operating executive:

'I'd no more play dead for the computer

experts than I would for any other staff group.

—

but you can stay on top of it if you

takft

Of course EDP is complex

the time to understand it.""

In summary the survey findings suggest that computer systems

success is primarily influenced by top management's own attitude and

approach.

Thus by viewing the computer not merely as a machine but

a.,

new resource to be employed, some companies have worked out new approaches
to long standing problems often with dramatic results.

Consequences of Training
It is apparent that superior results from automatic data processing

require a basic change in approach.

We must demonstrate a willingness to

rethink problems of a business in terms of goals not in the streamlining of
existing procedures.

Automation requires managerial imagination rather

than technical proficiency.

Imaginative management in the new world of

computers has paid off handsomely.
Instead of realizing this most managers have become intimidated

by the computer's complexity and allowed the technicians to decide how
the computers arc to be utilized.

To overcome this management must

recognize the problem and educate first class managers in the potential
of this "sleeping giant."
8
9

Not only must data processing managers be

Ibid ., p. 17.

John T. Garrity, "Top Management and Computer Profits," Harvard
Business Review (July-August, 1963), p. 6.

I

educated in automatic data processing but other managers must be shown
the potential of automatic data processing. 10
It is true that complete technical mastery of computer hardware is

difficult to achieve.

However, managers need not be electronic wizards,

but should have some lesser degree of orientation in the capabilities and
limitations of computers

."

Even this will involve a considerable amount of education if top
management is to support data processing effectively and understand and
control the problems and costs involved.

The executive level should be trained and indoctrinated in the
methods, procedures and capabilities of new systems before they are

implemented .

Failure to conduct pre training can result in the lack of

ability to diagnose problems in the early stages and failure of executives
to properly use and understand the system.

*

The problem of training managers will not be an easy task.

Finding

and keeping adequate numbers of trained personnel has historically been a

problem and a limitation to computer systems development.

In order to get

a workable system, it is necessary to bring together a wide variety of

10 John Diebold, "The Still Sleeping Giant," Harvard Business Review
(September-October), 1964.

"William A. Gill, "Economic Considerations in the Use of Electronic
Computers," An address before the American Management Association during
June 29, 1962).
a briefing session on computer economics (New York:
T)ick II. Brandon, "Editorial on i.iana^ament Education,'' Computer
and Automation . (December, 1965), p. 39.
13

Hyman N. Laden and. T. R. Gildersleeve, Systems Design for Computer
Application (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1963), p. 6.

.

•

.

^

technical and managerial skills to plan, develop, implement and manage
the system. ^

Experience in computer systems is relatively short in

numbers of years.
In the same years, the number of electronic data processing iijUumi

has grown phe nominally.

The demand for personuel has been high.

Even

untrained personnel with the capability of learning the skills have beau

Conversely the supply of skilled personnel is relatively in-

in demand.

elastic.

Educational institutions need time to set up programs.

It takes

time to interest sufficient numbers to enroll in special courses.

And

lastly, it takes time to learn and build experience in new skills.

This continuing growth of electronic data systems foreshadows a

continued shortage of adequately trained and experienced personnel in the

near future.

Technological advances are being investigated which may

decrease the number of personnel required.

Giving weight to the possible

advances, it has b&ea estimated that at least 318,000 skilled personnel

will be required by 1970. 16
The problem of finding adequate personnel is not the whole problem.
This training of management in the aspects of computer systems will be
costly and frustrating, but important consequences can follow.

The achieve-

ment of high dollar return; intangible benefits from greater speed such as

—

Its Impact on Management,"
John A. Bekker, "Automation
(December,
Management
Advanced
1959), pp. 20-24.

15 Ibid

.

Dick H. Brandon, "The Computer Personnel Revolution," Advanced
Management (December, 1959), pp. 22-23.

10

improved customer service and reduction in manufacturing cycle time; and
improved availability of operating information are the most important from
the organization point of view.

the key to future advancement.

For the executive the training will hold

Without it he is ill-equipped and at the

mercy of the technicians .^

17

Garrity, "Top Management and Computer Profits

CHAPTER II

TIE MARINE CORPS AND COMPUTERS

Present Status and Use in the Marine Corps

Despite its relatively small size and limited technological requirements, there are some 30 computer systems in the Marine Corps today
and several more on order.

The computers are engaged primarily in Supply

Accounting, Personnel Accounting, Fiscal and Disbursing, and other logistic

support programs.

In support of these systems are about 1,000 enlisted,

300 civilians, and fewer than 100 officers.

Nine of the Marine Corps computers are in mobile configurations
in support of the major Fleet Marine Force Commands, and one of these nine

has been in operation at DaNang, South Vietnam, since a very few days after
the Marine Units vent ashore therc. 1

General Wallace M. Greene, Jr., Commandant of the Marine Corps, has

on two occasions publicly expressed his views on automatic data processing
in the Marine Corps as follows:
1. Automatic Data Processing (ADP) is being utilized in personnel, supply and logistics functions. We are also applying ADP to
intelligence collection, analysis and dissemination. Anywhere ADP
will improve our operations, we will utilize it. We are going to
train as many people as possible in order to use these systems to
the fullest extent.

*Lt. Col. Arthur T. Hill, "Marine Corps Position and Philosophy
on Computer Education," a Report to the Seminar of Military Computer
Educators and Computer Center Directors, June 14 to June 17, 1965 (West
Point: By the author, 1965), p. 1.

11

•

12

I am trying to adapt all general officers and senior colonels
into ADP and computer techniques. They must know these new systems
of management to increase their proficiency in the field as these
techniques are being adapted into weapon systems, high-speed data
collection and other aspects. 2

2.
Use of computers in support of personnel, supply and logistics functions in the united States Marine Corps continues to expand
at an accelerated rate.

Tactical Data, Intelligence Collection and Analysis, and Command
and Control Systems are well down the road to becoming an effective
reality.

Calendar year 1965 has seen the selection and first steps toward
operating a random access, real-time computer and communications
system in support of the total supply effort. This will reduce reaction time to supply needs from days to hours. A Marine Corps Reserve Data Services Center has been established this year at Kansas
City, Mo.
Plans are completed in the automation of the Marine Corps Institute to provide this large correspondence school the facility for
offering improved educational opportunities to Marines throughout
the world.

During 1965, a master plan for the development of the Marine
Corps Integrated Information System has been developed. This system
will provide timely and meaningful information to appropriate
decision-making and operating levels to permit monitoring and adjustment of current functional activities and analysis of probable future
effects of available courses of action in decision making. The
staffing and training of personnel to implement this master plan is
now underway.
The Mobile Data Processing Platoon went ashore with the Marine
Amphibious Force in South Vietnam in March.

The Corps recognizes that the age of the computer is here and
that every administrative logistical or tactical decision in the
future will be affected by its unerring ability to keep facts in
order and to present them in the form and at the time needed for
decision. In order to make effective use of this wonderful tool,
we must replace all fear and apprehension with knowledge and understanding at all levels of command. Thus we recognize the need for
2

General Wallace M. Greene, Jr., Commandant of the Marine Corps,
"Defense Top Management Annual Review," Armed Forces Management , (November,
1964).

•

•

13

ever increasing quantities of education in Automatic Data Processing
at an ever increasing level of quality.*

With these few words the Commandant has pretty well summed-up
the Marine Corps operational use of ADP, and the tremendous requirement
for increasing the depth and breadth of training in this rapidly ex-

panding field.

There is no segment of Marine Corps activity today which

is not directly influenced by the use of electronic computers, whether

through performance, operational control, or processing and reduction of

data for command and management decisions.

The Marine Corps, like her

sister services, is faced with the challenge of absorbing this accelerating computer technology into the broader frameworks of leadership and

management

Computer Education in the Armed Forces
The Department of Defense, and more particularly the military
services, make up the largest single computer user group in the world
today; and while the systems employed are not necessarily unique, the

military environment is.

Consequently, it appears logical that the

military services with their high turn-over of personnel and very fluid
manpower situation will require a very extensive amount of computer education facilities.

It is neither logical nor practical to depend on the

vendors of hardware to continue to teach our personnel in the quantities
and to the level of proficiency required.

3

Ibid.

-

-

-

-

.
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For generalized training in ADP concepts and ADP management,

greater use might be made of joint facilities such as the recently inple-

mented Defense Computer Institute.

The details of a particular system of

management, or the specifics of a particular brand or configuration of

hardware will continue to require in-house training.
The ever expanding complexity of military management systems,
command and control systems and weapons systems, all computer oriented,
demands that every junior officer have an understanding of ADP and what
it can do for him, as well as what he can do with it.

The service academies

are already providing this training in varying degrees, but large gaps

exist in the total picture and will continue to exist until ROTC and other

programs have added this requirement, and until the individual services
have provided in-house training for the residue.

The need for emphasis on ADP training in the middle and senior
level service schools has been recognized, but the implementation is slow

because the preponderance of personnel who are sufficiently experienced
and qualified to present such programs are deeply involved in the develop-

ment of bigger and better systems.

By pooling efforts and sharing the

schools and the expertise available to run them, the services are making

headway; and within a very few years we may completely eliminate the magic
and the mystery of ADP in the minds of the officers, regardless of rank
or position.

\l.

Col. Arthur T. Hill, p. 2.

.

;

'

,

.
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Computer Education in The Marine Corps

With the exception of several locally devised and very general
orientation courses at major commands with computer facilities, computer
training in the Marine Corps has been limited for the most part to those

personnel necessary to staff the ADP operating forces, and has been pro-

vided by hardware vendors' courses and those courses offered at Army, Air
Force, and Navy facilities.

Since computer technology antedates the college days and basic

professional training days of the entire cadre of senior officers, there
is an urgent and immediate need for extensive training at this level and

a staff study is currently under development to establish a data systems

course embracing both computer concepts and systems analysis at the Marine

Corps Command and Staff College in Quantico.

Ultimately it is intended

that a Data Systems School be established to cover the full range of

courses from systems analysis and design through computer programming and

operations, tailored to the needs of the Corps in all pay grades and ranks.
This school would then be the focal point from which instruction teams

would be sent to present data systems courses in other locations as required. ^

Present education of Marine Corps managers is divided into two
classifications:

General Officers and Other Officers.

General Officers:

it is difficult to stipulate the quantity and depth of orientation/training

required for any general officer.

However, since their duties are so

diversified, their level of operation at the very top, and their time so

Ibid ., p. 3.

.

,

,

•

.
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limited, an orientation of capabilities, limitations, and exposure to

methodology and users taking about a week's time would seem to be optimum.
This is already packaged in a Department of Defense Computer Institute

The Marine Corps has fully utilized its quota for this orienta-

course.

tion course and as of January 1, 1966, had fourteen general officer graduates.
In addition, various Automatic Data Processing Equipment manufac-

turers offer seminar /orientation type courses for top management.
are specifically tailored for general officers

.

Some

The Marine Corps uses

these facilities as the need arises and as of January 1, 1966, there were

fifteen general officer graduates of these courses."

An Automatic Data Processing Orientation Course is presently
being conducted internally at Headquarters Marine Corps.

This course

taught by a Marine Officer is specially tailored to fit the training

requirements at that headquarters.

The course is open to general officers

and two have attended as of January 1, 1966.'

Other Officers:

it is impossible to construct a statistical

summary of Automatic Data Processing training /orientation for all other
officers since no collection of this data was ever required.

The courses offered by the Marine Corps to these officers are very

limited in scope.

Marine Corps Schools, Quant ico, Virginia include

°

Headquarters, Marine Corps, Data Systems Division, Report Submitted to the Office of Mana ge ment Information, Department of the Navy ,
(Washington:

1966)

Interview with Lt. Col. Arthur T. Hill, Executive Officer, Data
Systems Division, Headquarters Marine Corps, February 17, 1966.

.

•

..
-•

.

...
-

'
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survey type courses in Automatic Data Processing as a portion of the

curriculum at the Amphibious Warfare School and the Command and Staff
Not only are these courses limited in scope but they are

College.

limited in input.

The annual quotas are:

Amphibious Warfare School, 380

Cap tains /Majors; Command and Staff College, 106 Majors /Lieutenant Colonels.

This total is insignificant when compared to total officer strength.

The Marine Corps Institute offers two, six lesson, twenty-nine
hour study courses primarily designed for enlisted Marines desirous of
entering the Automatic Data Processing field.

While these courses are

very rudimentary they are a good primer for the field and a means of
initiating any novice.

They are available to all military personnel.

As in the case of the general officers there is the orientation

course conducted at Headquarters Marine Corps.

Officers of that head-

quarters attending are generally those requiring immediate knowledge of

Automatic Data Processing for use in their jobs.

Much thought has been given by the Marine Corps to the training
of all officers in Automatic Data Processing.

Many officers now entering

the Marine Corps have already received much formal training in the field,
i.e., the service academy graduates.

However, not all of the new officers

are academy graduates nor has their previous education included Automatic

Data Processing.

As a minimum the Marine Corps recommends that Automatic

Data Processing education equivalent to that given at the service academies be given to all officers at the Basic School, Marine Corps Schools. 8
8

Report Submitted to the Office of Management Information .

.

*

9
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Those officers who have finished Basic School and have not been
exposed to any formal Automatic Data Processing education could receive
their education via Marine Corps Institute, Amphibious Warfare School,

Command and Staff College, manufacturers courses, or local comnand orientation.

The most fruitful area would seem to be in the area of local com-

mand orientation.

A centrally designed course curriculum which would

allow modification for specific local requirements should optimize training.
This seems to be the present thinking at Headquarters Marine Corps.

It is

planned to export their internal orientation course to the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot, San Diego, California.

The course will be conducted by the

present instructor since no detailed lesson plans are available for use by
the local command.

Concern for the need of a semi-standardized course

with detailed lesson plans has been expressed by Marine officials.

Once

these are available the Automatic Data Processing education of Marine

officers could proceed at full speed, thus assuring the optimum utilization
of the Marine Corps computer systems.

9

Interview with Lt. Col. Arthur T. Hill.

i

...

CHAPTER III

THE CHERRY POINT APPROACH AS RELATED

TO MARINE CORPS NEEDS

Background

From 1962 to 1964 the author was Systems Development Officer and
Deputy Data Processing Officer, Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point,

North Carolina.

During 1964 Cherry Point was in the process of preparing

for the installation of a large scale real-time computer.

Cherry Point

had employed a small scale card computer for three years.

This small card

system was primarily used in the supply, financial, and personnel areas.
Being a small card system only a few management personnel in each functional area were involved and there was very little interface between the
areas.

These managers had few interrelationships.
The new system will change this completely.

The Bureau of Naval

Weapons for a number of years had been working on design of an integrated

management information system for its seven Industrial Naval Air Stations

which included Cherry Point.

An Industrial Naval Air Station is one which

has aircraft overhaul and repair facilities.

This system was being cen-

trally designed by the Bureau of Naval Weapons with the assistance of
systems analysts from the seven Industrial Naval Air Stations.

In concept

it would cover all aspects of material control, financial control, workload

and production control, and personnel accounting at the stations.

19
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longer would each area be separate as In the past but there would be a

dovetailing and crossing of functional lines.

A broad spectrum of manage-

ment personnel in every area will become involved with the new system.
Many management positions will change and be replaced with newer and more
complex functions.

Design of the integrated management information system progressed
In August, 1964 the computer system, an RCA 3301 which

satisfactorily.

included a 120 K high speed memory, 10 magnetic tape stations, a 1.3 million

character magnetic drum, random access computer equipment with total storage
capacity of more than 680 million characters, remote inquiry equipment and
the normal input-output devices was selected by the Bureau of Naval

Weapons.

The Command realized that its management personnel were ill-

prepared for the advent of the new computer system.

In September, 1964,

a plan evolved to train these personnel. 1

Plan of Endeavor
The Station Management Information Systems Working Group was given
the responsibility of standardizing a course of instruction for Cherry

Point management.

This management Information Working Group was estab-

lished in 1962 with the Management Engineer as Chairman and the author as
Vice Chairman.

The group was charged with the responsibility of adapting

and implementing the Bureau of Naval Weapons integrated management informa-

tion system at Cherry Point.

It was only natural that the task of training

management should fall to this group.

Air Bases Order 1500.8, Marine Corps Air Bases, Eastern Area,
Cherry Point, North Carolina, 14 October 1964.

,
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The computer system was to be installed in two phases.

The first

phase called for installation of the system, less remotes and random access

equipment in January, 1965, with the second phase following in six months.
Time and availability of trained personnel were critical factors, therefore the station data processing personnel could not be called on to act
as instructors for the entire course.

The Management Information Systems

Working Group decided upon a unique plan to solve the instructor problem.
The instructor load was spread out throughout all departments to minimize

A pool of twelve instructors was estab-

interference with regular duties.
lished.

Department quotas were:

Overhaul and Repair, three; Supply, Data

Processing and Public Works, two each; Industrial Relations, Comptroller
and Management Engineer, one each.

It was not required that the instructors

have had some previous knowledge of data processing, only that they be
capable individuals in their field.
The instructor training conducted by the Management Engineer and
the author was devoted entirely to the elementary aspects of data processing

with particular emphasis on the RCA 3301 computer system.

The training

required eighty hours and was conducted during the period October 19 to
October 30, 1964.

Development of the syllabus proceeded post-haste.
plans with appropriate training aids were developed.

divided into six teams of two each.

The instructors were

The teams were each responsible for

five hours of the total of thirty hours of instruction.

2 Ibid.

Detailed lesson

It was envisioned

3

.
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that approximately three hundred seventy- five management personnel in

groups of twenty-five each would receive the training.
The course syllabus was as follows:
A.

Introduction

B.

Processors

C.

Storage Devices

D.

Input /Output

E.

Stored Program Concepts and Systems Design

F

Programming

G.

Hypothetical Computer

H.

3301 Phase I

I.

3301 Phase II

J.

Software

K.

Material Application

L.

Workload Application

M.

Financial Application.

Purpose and Results

The purpose of this plan was threefold:
1.

To orient management personnel about data processing, the RCA

3301 computer system, and the integrated information system.
2.

To utilize the instructors as a base for contact by personnel

in each department.

This it was believed, would serve to alleviate

problems as they occurred during implementation.

3 Air Station Bulletin 1500, Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point,
North Carolina, October 29, 1964.

:
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3.

To create a feeling of commonality between the Data Processing

Department and Its customers.
The first group to attend was composed of the Commanding General
and his primary staff officers.
for this group.

The author attended all class sessions

It was noted that the Instructors performed very well and

that the initial evaluation of the course by these managers was favorable.

To date one hundred thirty-nine military and two hundred nineteen
civilians for a total three hundred fifty-eight management personnel have

attended this course.

Critique sheets on the course were filled out by the attendees.

An analysis of these questionnaires revealed that:
1.

93 per cent thought the course was logically organized.

2.

76 per cent felt that the time devoted to each part of the

course was adequate.
3.

69 per cent thought the time was fully and effectively utilized,

4.

94 per cent felt the course was well presented.

5.

85 per cent thought the information received would help them

better accomplish their job.
6.

94 per cent described their overall reaction to the course as

satisfactory with 69 per cent rating it very good to excellent.^
Some minor revisions to the course have been made since Implementa-

tion.

The course has been shortened in length but the organization of it

has remained intact.

"^Letter from Mr. William W. Waters, Deputy Data Processing Officer,
Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina, February 21, 1966.
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The implementation of the new system has progressed very smoothly.
In fact Cherry Point was the last Air Station to receive the new computer

system and the first to complete conversion and release the old computer.
The training program has been a factor in this highly satisfactory performance.

Knowledge of this program and its apparent benefits has spread to

other Air Stations.

At present the course is being utilized by two other

Industrial Air Stations.-5

Thus the success of the Cherry Point approach

seems assured.

Factors Requiring Recognition

The Cherry Point experience seems to bear out that management

education is of vital importance to the continuing success of a data

processing installation and to the effective use of technology.

Major

reasons for such education are:
1.

Management must understand the problems to cope with them and

provide effective solutions.
2.

Management must recognize the potential of data processing.

3.

The increasing commonality of the data bane require inter-

departmental integration t which in turn requires management direction.
4.

Executives must be aware of the lead time involved in data

processing to provide organization-wide long-range planning.
5.

Management must understand the need to spend money for re-

search, equipment, planning, standards and documentation.

Interview with Mr. William W. Waters, Deputy Data Processing
Officer, Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North Carolina, February
10, 1966.
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6.

Management must evaluate and control the installation

performance
7.

Management must avoid making unreasonable demands on the

resources of the installation."

The objectives of a good management training course must recognize
these factors.

Such a course must mix hardware fundamentals with an

evaluation of the impact of data processing.

Composition of Syllabus

Two outlines besides the Cherry Point approach for a successful
course are as follows:
A.

L.

C.

D.

The Nature of Automation
1.

Types of Automation

2,

General impact

Information Processing Systems
1.

Types of systems

2.

Stored programming concepts

Computer Classification
1.

By type

2.

By size

3.

By function

Components of Computers
1.

Input

2

Output

6 Dick

H. Brandon, "Editorial on Management Education,

and Automation , December, 1965, p. 39.

"

Computers

-

M

B.

F.

G.

3.

File suorage

4.

imin storage

CovEmnicacioos vita Computers
I.

Data representation

2•

Language levels

3*

Personnel functions

4.

Software

Planning Steps oe Feasibility
1.

The feasibility study

2.

Equipment selection

3*

Contract negotiation

Planning Steps

Personnel selection

2.

Personnel training

3.

Organisational structure

4*

Standard development.

6.

Scheduling and budgeting
Site re^uiraoents

Planning Steps
1

I.

Prerequisites

1.

.

li.

—

•

—

Eequlreuents

2.

Systaus desion

3.

Prograucxing

Plarsiing Steps
1.

2.

X^lezjentatlon

—

Installation

Conversion
ysteoo Tentins

..
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J.

II.

3.

Tahe over

4.

Audit

The Role of Ilanageaent
1.

Data processing management

2.

User management

3.

Top management.'

A.

Introduction

B.

Marine Corps Data Systems Organisation

C.

D.

7

„,-,

1.

HQMC

2.

Posts and stations

3.

BO

4

Budget

5

Personnel

6.

Limitations

7.

Plans lor

1

Units

tlie

future

Punched-card machines -- Concepts and Systems
1.

Early Developments (Babbage)

2.

Basic Concepts

3.

Limitations

4.

Common Equipment Types and Purposes

Electronic Computers -- Easic Concepts
1

Types and Purposes

2.

History of development

Ibid.

.

.1

.
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E.

F.

3.

Functional elements
Input /Memory /Arithmetic and Logic/Control/Output

4.

Communications with computers

Electronic Computer Components
1*

Input/Output/CPU/Mass Memory /specials

2.

The concepts of random access and real time

EDP Software Logic and Concepts
1.

Machine Language Principles

2.

Binary and Octal Arithmetic

3.

Program Languages
(a) Machine/Pseudo/Symbolic/Automatic

G.

Systems Analysis and Programming Concepts
1.

Applications Study

2.

Feasibility

3.

General Flow Diagrams

4.

Detailed Flow Charts

5

Coding

6

Debug /prove

7

H.

I.

•

Implement

USMC Personnel Services Support
1.

Present programs and concepts, Regular and Reserve

2.

Future plans.

USMC Material Services Support
1.

Present Programs, Supply, Fiscal, Disbursing and

Logistics support
2.

Future Plans, including MOMMS, CAREPAY, etc.

,

.

.
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J.

K.

Future Considerations in ADP for USMC
1

Hardware

2.

Systems Concepts

3.

Command and Control

4.

Integrated Management Information

Closing Summary.®

Both these outlines appear too detailed and lengthy for a management orientation course.

The Cherry Point experiment indicated that it is

best to make an orientation course as short and concise as possible to
insure success.

That course was shortened by twenty-five per cent in order

to overcome certain elements of management who resisted any type of training.
It was decided that managers who required additional information could take

specialized courses.

This action did not weaken the original purposes of

the plan but the net effect was to strengthen them.^

Based upon the foregoing a variation of the Cherry Point course

would seem most appropriate for a general orientation course for Marine
Corps management personnel who have not had previous Automatic Data

Processing training.

Additional training required by selected managers

could be provided on an individual basis as determined by Marine Corps

authorities
Since the type of data processing equipment and the utilization
o

Syllabus, Automatic Data Processing Orientation Course, Headquarters Marine Corps, Washington, D.C., February, 1966.

^Letter from William W. Waters.
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of it differs from installation to installation, a completely standardized

course does not seem feasible.

In all probability the course should be

semi-standardized and comprised of two main sections:
1,

A standard section on data processing in general with detailed

lesson plans and training aids.
2.

This section should be centrally developed.

A non-standard section on hardware, software and systems ap-

plication utilized by local installations.

The section should be developed

by each command and tailored to fit its needs.

CHAPTER IV

DESIGN OF A COURSE FOR MANAGERS

Contents of Course
The standard section of the course is presented in this chapter.
It is based upon and is a modification of Introduction to Automatic Data

Processing and UDAPS for INAS . 1
The detailed lesson plans follow:

'•Jack W. Harris and George A. Hieber, Introduction to Automatic
Data Processing and UDAPS for INAS (Cherry Point, North Carolina: By the

authors, 1964).
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—

INTRODUCTION

Lesson Plan

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

INTRODUCTION

OBJECTIVE:

1.

To build a base

2.

Remove the mystery

TIJffi:

50 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead projector and one transparency

Pointer
Film:

"Introduction to Automatic Data Processing,"
"MN 8969A (Available from Film Library, MCAS,
Cherry Point, N.C.)

Projector

Glossary of terms

.

'

:
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Introduction

We are going to talk today and for a few days to come about Autocratic

Data Processing.

During this morning's introductory remarks, I

am going to outline for you the overall course objective, touch on the
history and impact of data processing, go over a glossary of terms with
you, and show you an introductory film about data processing.

OUR

OBJECTIVE IS A THREE FOLD ONE:
FIRST:

We want to build a base which will give you a clear under-

standing of the potential of a Computer System which will enable you to

meet not only the demands of your Automatic Data Processing System, but
will also enable you to build on, or subtract from the system as your

work load demands.

In other words, we hope to make this program so well

understood that it can be adapted to any condition or situation which may
arise.

In order to build a base, we are going to have to get basic.

So,

you will spend the first few hours on the basics of data processing systems.

We have a small hypothetical computer here in the classroom -- we will
explain how it works and you will have an opportunity to program on a
computer and see for yourselves how it is done.

You will find this inter-

esting because here is an opportunity for you to understand the workings
of the machine and when you understand the machine, it is simple.

SECOND:

Processing.

We want to remove the aura of mystery surrounding Data

What is a data processing system?

A data processing system

as we know it is made up of five basic components

SOME SORT OF CONTROL

—

SOME SORT OF PROCESSOR

ARITHMETIC AND LOGICAL OPERATIONS

~

—

—

SOME KIND OF INPUT

—

THE ABILITY TO PERFORM

AND AN OUTPUT.

Let me show you a

:

-

.
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picture of the first computer.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)

that the first computer was a person.

basic parts:

You will notice

This person has the required five

Input, control, processor, ability to do arithmetic and

logical operations and output.

You will recognize this form of input

—

the faithful old Inbox,

the means by which information enters the processor.

Here is the CONTROL

mechanism or the BRAIN which performs the logic and arithmetic
assistance on the arithmetic from the adder or adding machine.

—

getting

The

PROCESSOR is controlled by procedures or a set of instructions which tell
her what to do based on previous experience.

You will notice the telephone

which may represent a remote input and also possibly a means of output,
working storage is here in the form of a scratch pad, and here is information necessary to the processor in the form of files and other records,

and finally we have an output, here in the outbox.

(OFF TRANSPARENCY #1)

An electronic computer or processor will provide the same service
and perform these functions in a basically similar manner, but without
the handicap of emotion, or forgetfulness or any of the human frailties

and with speed and accuracy the human computer could never hope to attain.

AND THE THIRD PORTION OF OUR OBJECTIVE is to help you to become
oriented to the (substitute name of organization's computer) specifically.
In the past you may have had computer experience -- but there are many

different types available.

You may have worked with IBM, RCA or Honeywell

or some other and found it quite good.

Whatever your past experience has

been, you will find that the (substitute organization's computer) opens

new horizons.

•
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So, our objectives are to build a base, remove the mystery about

computers, and familiarize you with the (substitute name of organization's

computer)

.

From the schedule you have received you know that we anticipate

its taking approximately 18 hours to achieve this three-fold objective.

We hope you will attend the course in its entirety, since you will find
it difficult to maintain continuity if you miss sessions.

We know your

time is valuable, but we believe it will be more valuable after this
course.

Your being asked to attend so many meetings reminds me of a

definition which you will not find on your glossary of terms.

The defini-

tion of the difference between a drunkard and an alcoholic is that an

alcoholic has to attend meetings.

You too are being asked to attend

meetings, but there the similarity ends.

After these meetings, the dif-

ference between you and someone who has not been exposed will be that you
will know (name of organization's computer).
So what?

Why should a manager be concerned about ADP?

we have automatic data processing personnel for?

What do

The reason is that ADP

is becoming too important to leave to the automatic data processing people.

Why all this sudden emphasis on data processing.
isn't something new.

suddenly the emphasis?
IIAS

Data processing

It's something we have had with us for years.

Why

BECAUSE 0? THE INCREASED CAPABILITY MANAGEMENT

AS A RESULT OF COMPUTERS.

They can give you the information you need

to make decisions based on better, more timely facts.
in seconds which formerly took hours or even days.

You can take actions

You can use this machine

to forecast and predict the result of your decisions before you make them.

•

-
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One prime example of this Is the use of computer In predicting

election results.

Those who looked at their TV screens in the Nov. 1964

Presidential Election saw the computer being used as a management information system.

NBC called this "Operation Ballot."

What NBC and RCA did

was make a mathematical model of the voting habits and history of the
country.

They fed the data into the system from past elections and polls

and they used that to predict the outcome of the election based on returns

from bellwether precincts.

In other words , the network selected a sample

represented by 3 thousand precincts from which they determined the outcome of the election.
of data.

In general, NBC's model incorporated four classes

First the vote itself.

Using highly sophisticated statistical

techniques, it was possible to notice trends developing as initial votes

were received.

Projection of these trends produced an anticipated total.

Secondly, the model put particular emphasis on the so-called bellwether

precincts which historically had been good indicators of the voting trends
in their respective geographic areas.

of demographic factors for each county.

The model also encompassed dozens

These factors included the known

voting effects of age, sex, income, registration, race, religion, etc.
Finally, the model incorporated an assortment of additional factors which

included results of public opinion polls and vast quantities of historical
data.

The voting behavior of all 3,000 precincts had been carefully

charted for many years, and was "factored" into the model as required.

What was the man-machine relationship in this operation?

In essence, the

vast computer complex provided an extension of its human operators'

-
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intellect.

Before the first vote was received on election night, the

technical experts made many assumptions.

As initial votes were received

and projected, these experts used computer projections to refine their

assumptions accordingly.

—

This technique is called simulation

the ability to make predictions based on probability.

that is

Thus, the computer

provided a calculating tool for analyzing and projecting the effect of
decisions.

Most of us who saw this were not likely to grasp the ultimate
significance of what we saw.

True, we were aware of the political implica-

tions of computer projections, and in a general way we appreciated the

technological advances involved, but what is the true potential of such

advanced communications?

The answer is simple.

most advanced management information system

—

We saw a sample of a
a system of almost startling

possibilities for us as managers, in terms of new capability, speed and

decision-making assistance.
Computers of the future will inevitably introduce changes in the

way we work, in the way wc learn and even in the way we provide for our
armed defense.

Data processing as we now know offers many advantages.

Primarily

we are able to process data while it is timely, with almost unbelievable
speed and accuracy -- if we understand how to do it.
One of the necessary things we must do in learning about data pro-

cessing is to learn the language and I assure you that the computer has
a language all its own.

Some of the terras on the glossary you have been

given will be used in the film we are showing this morning.
will hear used throughout the course.

Others you

•
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We will not go over all the definitions now but I would like to
call your attention to a few of them which you will need immediately

Please keep the glossary with you when in class so that you may use it
for a ready reference.

notice "Card Punch."

For example, turn to page 2 of the handout, and
This is the most common type of device for getting

information or data into the computer.
1.

Oldest form, used first over a hundred years ago.

2.

Herman Hollerith developed it.

3.

Can be read electro-mechanically.

4.

Has 80 columns (the one we use).

5.

Disadvantage:
a.

Limited number of characters is low because of the size

of the holes punched in it.
b.

Bulky, hard to store, can't be mailed easily.

c.

Con't be altered or erased

d.

Hard to transmit more than a few per minute over telegraph

—

a one time record.

1 ines

Sometimes there are times when the operator of the system needs
to get in and stop a process, change something that is in error or his

procedures call for an interrupt.
over the processor.

The console is the operator's control

This is how he tells the processor what to do.

at the bottom of page 2 of the handout for "console."

Another is "Magnetic Tape"
1.

—

Coated with iron oxide.

Look
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2.

Densities of from 100 to 1500 characters per inch.

An 80

column card can be reproduced on tape in .053 inches of tape.
3.

Can be read at rates up to 200 inches a second.

Compare this

with the high speed card reader that will read 1470 cards a minute.

This

is getting fast, but not nearly as fast as the processor.

Another item is "Punched paper tape" •* turn to page 8.
1.

Used the same as cards, somewhat easier to use and has been

gaining wide acceptance.
2.

We see it used daily in cash registers, transactors, long

distance direct-dialing, etc.
3.

It too is limited, however, as is the card number of characters

due to hole size.
4.

Can be mailed, but is easy to break and tear.

Generally, there

are four basic means of getting information or data into the system as we

have seen.
a.

Cards

b•

Console

c.

Magnetic tape

d.

Paper tape

You will be hearing real-time, on-line, off-line and many other
terms that have special meanings when used in connection with automatic

data processing systems.

Real-time refers to one type of ADPS.

See the

definition of "real-time" on page 8.
1.

Basically a real-time system obtains data about operations

while they are occurring, processes the data, and furnishes results quickly

41

enough to be useful for controlling the outcome of a process.
2.

An example of a real-system is the airline ticket desk .

We ask for a reservation.

The salesperson selects the proper

punched-card, inserts it into his remote station and then keys in additional information such as number of seats, date wanted, etc.

The answer

comes back to us instantly.

The thing that I want to get across here is that a real-time system
is one with its connections directly into the processor so that results

are obtained in time to permit effective control action to be taken .
The off-line system is when the computer operates independently
of the actual inputs, i.e., there is a time lag between the input and
the resulting output.

(GO OVER ANY OTHER TERMS NECESSARY)

While those are fresh in your minds, let me introduce data processing to you through the medium of film.
(SHOW FILM)

SUMMARY

We have seen a film on automatic data processing systems, and we
saw that it consists of the 5 P's

—

Processor, Peripheral Equipment,

Procedures, Programs, People.
1

•

Processor , the memory or brain
a.

This is the difference between a data processing system

and an automatic data processing system.
b.

A processor has the means to do arithmetic and logical

operations automatically.

.

2.

3.

4.

Peripheral Equipment
a.

Input /output devices

b.

Printers

Procedures
a.

To tell, what is needed.

b.

To tell, when it is needed.

c.

To tell, where to obtain it.

d.

To tell, how to use it.

Programs
a.

When we think of the machine, we use the term programs

rather than procedures.
b.

Programs are the routines for the processor.

They tell

it what to do.
5.

People
a.

We need people to operate the equipment.

b.

We need people to maintain the equipment.

c.

We need people to analyze and set up procedures.

d.

We need people to provide input data.

e.

We need people to utilize reports and review results.

f

We need people to supervise the entire operation.

Gentlemen, in this session we have outlined the objectives of the

ADP Course, and explained why you are here.

We have pointed out some of the capabilities of modern data processing systems, and have discussed a few of the terms we will be working
with.

.
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We have seen a film introducing Data Processing, and mentioned the
five P's

—

each of which will be covered in detail as we go along.

have mentioned about the four input devices to a computer.

background, we will next talk about the computer itself.

ARE THERE AN* QUESTIONS?

With this

We
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HANDOUT

Computer Language
Absolute Address

—

An address expressed in machine language.

—

Access Tine
The time it takes a computer to locate data or an instruction word in its memory or storage section, and transfer it to its
arithmetic unit where the required computations are performed. Also, the
time it takes to transfer information which has been operated on, from
the arithmetic unit to the location in memory where the information is to
be stored. If you and your slide rule were functioning as a human computer,
access time would be comparable to the time it took you to locate a figure
on a log sheet and set it on your sliderule.

Accumulator

—

A device which stores the results of arithmetic operations.

—

Address
A label that identifies for the computer a specific location in
Serves the computer in
its memory where certain information is stored.
much the same way that index tabs on your filing system serve you.

Arithmetic Unit -- The part of a computer that performs arithmetic and
logical operations. In the case of you and your desk calculator, the
latter is comparable to the computer's arithmetic unit.
Assemble

—

To integrate subroutines and routines into a main program.

—

Binary Coded Decimal Representation (BCD )
A system of representing
decimal numbers. Each decimal digit is represented by a combination of
four binary digits (bits) as follows:

Binary Code
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
0001 000

—

Decimal Code
=
=

1

=

2
3

=
=

=

4

=

5
6

=
s

8

=
=

10

7

9

Binary Digit (Bit )
In the binary numbering system, only two marks
Each of these marks is called a binary digit. Let's
(0 and 1) are used.
take the decimal number 296 and convert it to a binary number. It becomes
100101000, and we say that it is made up of nine binary digits or bits.

'
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Block

—

A group of words considered as a unit.

Branch •- See "Jump."

—

Buffer
A device for compensating for differences in speed between two
devices to permit them to operate together.

—

Large-volume storage used to supplement the high-speed
Bulk Storage
storage; may be addressable, as with disks and drums, or nonaddres sable,
as with magnetic tapes. Also called "secondary" and "external storage."

—

Card Punch
A device for punching data in cards. Examples are simple
hand punches, keyboard print-punches, paper-tape-to-card converter
punches, and high-speed punches for magnetic- tape-to-card conversion,
or for direct output from the processor.

—

Check
Process of testing:
(a) existence of certain prescribed conditions within the computer; (b) correctness of machine operation; or
Checks may either be programmed or made
(c) correctness of results.
automatically by the computer.

—

COBOL
Common Business Oriented Language; an English-like programming
language designed primarily for business-type applications and implemented
for use with many different data processors.

—

Code
A system of characters and rules for representing information in
a language that can be understood and handled by the computer.

—

Collate
To produce a single sequence of items, ordered according to
some rule, from two or more similarly ordered sequences. The final
sequence need not contain all of the data available in the original sets.
If, for example, two sets of items are being matched, items that do not
match may be discarded.

—

Computer
Any device capable of accepting data, applying prescribed
to
them, and supplying the results of these processes. The word
processes
"computer" usually refers to an internal ly-stored-progr am data processor;
the term "processor" is preferable for business applications.

—

Console
Equipment that provides for manual intervention and for
monitoring processor operations.

—

Control Unit
The section of a computer that controls all information
transfers and arithmetic operations in the computer. In roost computers,
it also controls the sequence of operations, and initiates the proper
commands to the computer circuits after decoding an instruction.

-

•
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Converter
another

—

Data

—

—

a device for transferring data from one storage medium to
for example, from punched cards to magnetic tape.

Figures, words, or charts that refer to or describe some situation.

—

the number of characters that can be stored per unit of
length, area, or volume. Specifically, for magnetic tape, the number of
bits in one row per inch of tape where one bit in each row across the
tape makes up a frame representing one character.

Data Density

—

Data Origination
the steps used for obtaining data at the points where
events occur. The operations may be manual or mechanical and the data
may be obtained in a form that requires conversion or that are directly
usable for further processing.

—

Data Processing
Rearrangement and refinement of data into a form
suitable for further use; often involves file processing to update files
for transactions that occur.

—

Debug
to test a program by running it with test, simulated, or live
data on a processor to find whether it works properly, and, if mistakes
are revealed either in the final answer or at various stages of processing,
to discover the source and make corrections.
Decimal Numbering System -- The widely used numbering system having Arabic
through 9. It uses 10 marks (0 through 9) thus having a base
numerals
or radix of 10. In the decimal system we think in "tens." For example,
here's how we arrive at the decimal number 2,345:
2000 - 300 - 40 - 5 - 2,345
In the decimal system, all numbers are obtained by using the radix (total
number of marks), in this case, 10, raised to various powers.

—

Decision
(1) In management, a conclusion arrived at after consideration.
(2) In programming, a choice between alternatives depending on prior
conditions and use of specified parts of the program.

—

Delay
The length of time after either the occurrence of an event for
individual event reporting or the close of a reporting period for summary
reporting before reports are made available. Delay covers the time needed
to process data and to prepare and distribute reports.

—

Dump
To record the contents of internal storage at a given instant of
time, usually to help detect program mistakes or errors, or to remove a
program and data from the processor to permit running another program.

.
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—

Electronic Data- Processing System
A machine system capable of receiving,
storing, operating on, and recording data without the intermediate use of
tabulating cards. The system is also able to store internally at least
some instructions for data-processing operations, and to locate and control
access to data stored internally.

—

Special symbols and a trailer label indicate end of a file.
End-of-filc
Several short files can be recorded on one tape, whereas a long file may
extend over several reels—a multi-reel file. Automatic procedures are
used to finish processing when the end of a record file on tape is reached.

—

End-of-Tape
A reflective spot or other indicator is placed near the
physical end of the tape to signal the end. Automatic procedures are
used to handle tapes when the physical end of an input or output tape is
reached

—

Erase
To erase information stored on a magnetic tape, magentic drum,
or other storage device.
External Memory
to the computer.

—

A storage unit such as

a magnetic tape which is external

—

File
One or more records concerning people, things, or places that are
closely related and handled together for processing.

—

File Label
A record placed before (and after) the records on tape to
indicate their nature, when written, when to use, and how long to retain
the file.

—

Master File
A file of records containing a cuoulative history or the
results of accumulation; updated in each file-processing cycle, and
carried forward to the next cycle.

—

Transaction File
The transactions occurring over a period of time and
accumulated as a batch ready for processing against the master files that
are affected.

—

Flow Diagram (or Chart)
A chart showing all the logical steps of a
program. A program is coded by writing down the successive instructions
that will cause the computer to perform the logical operations represented
by a flow chart and necessary for the problem to be solved.

—

Housekeeping
The portion of a program which involves the setting up of
constants and variables to be used in the program. The housekeeping must
be done before any productive work is done by the computer.

—

Instruction
A word or part of a word which tells the computer to perform
some operation.

—

Instruction Code
An artificial language for expressing or describing
the instructions which can be carried out by the computer.
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Input

—

Transfer of external information into the computer.

Internal Arithmetic -- Any computations performed by the arithmetic unit of
a computer, as distinguished from those performed by the peripheral equipment,

—

Internally Stored Program
A sequence of instructions (program) stored
inside the computer in the same storage facilities as the computer data, as
opposed to being stored externally on punched paper tape, pin boards, etc.

—

Interrupt
The ability of one device to stop the operation of another to
indicate readiness to supply or receive data; for example tape units can
interrupt the processor when ready to read or write.

—

Jump
To transfer control by executing an instruction that specifies the
location of the next instruction to be executed by the program. Also called
"branch" or "transfer." An unconditional jump is made to occur whenever the
jump instruction is encountered in the program. A conditional jump transfers
control only if some specified logical condition is satisfied; if the condition is not satisfied, the next instruction is taken in normal sequence.

—

—

Key Punch
(noun)
A typewriter-like machine for recording data on
punched cards by punching a code into them, and, often, printing the same
data on the cards.

—

Label
In symbolic programming, a name consisting of several alpha-numerics
(perhaps required to start with an alpha) to serve as an address while
writing a source program; absolute addresses are assigned during assembly or
compilation.

—

Logical Operations
Nonarithmetical operations such as selecting, search,
sorting, matching, comparing, etc.

—

Rotating cylinder surfaced with a material that can be
Magnetic Drum
magnetized. Used to store information in machine language.

—

Magnetic-Drum Storage
A device that stores data on tracks around a
rotating cylindrical drum surfaced with a magnetic coating. A magnetic
read-write head is usually associated with each track so that the desired
track can be selected by electric switching. Data from a given track are
read or written sequentially as the drum continually rotates.

—

Magnetic-Tape Storage
A storage device consisting of plastic tape or
metal coated with magnetic material. A read-write head is associated with
each row of bits on tape so that a frame can be read or written at one
time as the tape moves past the head.

—

A data-processing system designed to supply
Management Information System
management and supervisory personnel with information consisting of data
that are accurate, timely, and new.

—

Matrix
(1) A rectangular array of numbers, subject to mathematical
operations, such as addition, multiplication, and inversion, according
to specified rules. Any table is a matrix,
(2) An array of circuit
elements, such as diodes, wires, magnetic cores, and relays, arranged
for example, conversion
and designed to perform a specified function
from one number system to another.

—

—

Media
Magnetic tape, punched cards, and punched tape used to hold
data and used primarily for input and output.

—

Merge
To produce a single sequence of items, ordered according to a certain rule, from two or more sequences previously ordered according to the
same rule, without changing the items in size, structure, or total number.
Merging is a special kind of collating.

—
—

Microsecond

Millisecond

A millionth of a second.

A thousandth of a second; one thousand microseconds.

—

Mnemonic Code
Instructions for a computer written in a form which is
programmer
to remember, but which must later be converted
easy for the
into machine language.

—

Nanosecond

A billionth of a second; a thousandth of a microsecond.

—

Off-Line Equipment
Equipment not connected directly to the central
processor but working through an intermediary device. For example, a
processor can write output on an on-line magnetic tape that is later used
as input to an off-line printer for printing reports.

—

Operand
Any one of the quantities entering into or arising from an
operation. An operand may be an indication of the location of the next
instruction or a result from computation.

—

Operation
A specific action which the computer will automatically
perform whenever the instruction calls for it.

—

Operating System
That part of a software package designed to simplify
housekeeping programming. May include an input-output control system,
sort-merge generators, data-conversion routines, and test routines.

—

Output
Process of transferring data from internal storage of a processor
to some other storage device, A specific output area may be used for
organizing data prior to the output operation.

—

Overflow
In an arithmetical operation, the generation of a quantity
that is too large for the capacity of the register or location that is to
receive the result.

—

Parity Bit
A bit associated with other data bits to get some specified
relation, such as an odd or even total number of bits for each character.
A parity bit is usually associated with the frame for each six-bit character
on tape; also, parity bits may be placed at frequent intervals to associate
them with the seven rows of bits (si:: for data and one for parity) along
the tape.

—

Parity Check
A summation check in which the binary digits in a character
or word in storage or a character, word, or row on tape, are added (modulo 2)
and the sum checked against a single, previously specified digit; for example,
a check which tests whether the number of ones is odd or even.

—

Peripheral Equipment
Units which work in conjunction with the computer
but are not part of the computer itself; e.g., tape reader, analog-to-digital
converter, typewriter, etc.

—

High speed printing that makes use of rotating print
Printer. High-Speed
wheels or a chain with raised type faces and fast-acting hammers to press
the paper against the desired character at the instant it is in the correct
position.

—

Process -Time
The time for translating a source program into an object
program through the action of a processor program and a computer.

—

Processor
(1) Any device capable of accepting data, applying prescribed
processes to them, and supplying the results of these processes. Usually
internally-stored program, but nay be externally-stored or built-in. (2)
An internal ly-stored-program electronic computer and peripheral equipment
used for business data processing. (3) A program used in compiling a
source program to produce an object program ready to execute with data.

—

Program (noun)
A plan for the automatic solution of a problem. A
complete program includes plans for the transcription of data, coding for
the processor, and plans for the absorption of the results into the system.
The list of coded instructions is called a "routine."

~

Programmer
A person who prepares the planned sequence of events the
computer must follow to solve a problem, but who need not necessarily convert
them into detailed instructions (coding).

—

Programming
The process of creating a program; includes applications
analysis, design of a solution, coding for testing to produce an operating
program, and development of other procedures to make the system function.

—

Punched Card
A card of standard size and shape in which data are stored
in the form of punched holes. The hole locations are arranged in 80 or 90
columns with a given pattern of holes in a column representing one alphanumeric character. The data content is read by mechanical, electrical, or
photoelectrical sensing of the hole positions.
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—

Tape, usually paper, in which data are stored in the form
Punched Tape
of punched holes arrayed in a frame across the tape.

—

Access to storage under conditions in which each set of
Random Access
data records is directly addressable. Access to data at random in any
desired sequence. More commonly used to mean bulk storage with access
within several milliseconds to several microseconds for data at any location.

—

Read
(1) To copy, usually from one fori of storage to another, particularly
from external or secondary storage to internal storage.
(2) To sense the
meaning of arrangements of hardware or visually readable patterns.

—

Read-Write Head
A small electromagnet used for reading, recording, or
erasing polarized spots on a magnetic surface.

—

Real-Time Operation
Processing data in synchronism with a physical
process rapidly enough so that results of data processing are useful to
the physical operation. Sometimes called "on-line, real-time control."

—

Run
The act of processing, under the control of one or more programs, a
batch of transactions
for example the inventory receipts, issues, etc.,
-for the week
against all the files that are affected to produce desired
outputs consisting of updated files and reports.

—

—

—

for example,
Sequence
In sorting, the ordering of items on an element
records on a selected key
according to some rules that utilize the
processor* s collation table.

—

—

The control of messages by assigning a number from
Serial Number Control
a master list when it first originates and, perhaps, adding a suffix number
from a local list for each point the message passes through to its destination.

—

Simulation
An experimental analysis of an operating system by means of
mathematical or physical models that operate in a time-sequential manner
similar to the system itself.

—

Software Package
The programming aids supplied by the manufacturer to
facilitate the user's efficient operation of equipment. Includes assemblers,
compilers, generators, subroutine libraries, operating systems, and industry
application programs.

—

Sorting
The arranging of records so that they are in ascending or descending sequence for some data element used as a key.

—

Storage
A device capable of receiving data, retaining them for an
indefinite period of time, and supplying them upon command.
Sy s tern -- Any regular or special method or plan of procedure.
In a broader
context, a system consists of an organization, people, hardware, and
procedures that operate together to perform a set of tasks.
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—

Tape Un it
A device for reading data from magnetic tape and writing new
data (after erasing prior data) on tape. Some tape units read in either
direction, although they write in only the forward direction. The device
also rewinds tape ready for removal and replacement by another reel.

Transaction -- Event that affects the status of a business -• for example,
purchase, sale, issue, and collection. Also called "event."

—

Transceiver
Card-reading, modulating, and punching equipment for cardto-card transmission of data over telephone or telegraph grade circuits.

—

Trans it ion , Rate of
The period of time during which system changes are
made or new equipment introduced. The rate is effected by the degree of
change, size of the organization, length of time since the last change, and
whether the organization has reached reasonably steady state following the
preceding systems change.

—

A set of characters occupying one storage location; it is treated by
the processor circuits as a unit and transported as such. Ordinarily, the
control unit treats a word as an instruction whereas the arithmetic unit
treats a word as a quantity.

Word

[V
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PROCESSORS

Lesson Flan
COURSE:

Automatic Data Processing

SESSION TITLE:

Processors

OBJECTIVE:

1.

Explain number system

2.

Explain data organization

3.

Explain operation processor

TIME:

80 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead Projector and seven (7) transparencies
Pointer

Movie Projector

—

Film
#8969B (Available from Film Library, MCAS,
Cherry Point, N. C.
Schematic of data processing components
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Processors
In the first session the objective of this automatic data pro-

cessing was outlined for you; our three-fold objective being:
(1)

To build a base

(2)

To remove the mystery

(3)

To orient you to (substitute name of organization's computer).

By film and demonstration you have been told in broad terms the
functions performed by an automatic data processing system which is to

accept data, perform prescribed process and store or present data in usable
form*

You were briefly introduced to some of the terms which will be a
part of our data processing lexicon, and input devices, cards, magnetic
tape and punched tape were mentioned.
Also, the relationship of people in the automatic data processing

systems was touched on.

All of this leads us to the first part of this

session.

(TRANSPARENCY #1 ON)

Today we discuss the decimal system people use

—

and why.

We

will discuss the Binary System which computers use and the reasons for this.

The four levels in which

date,

are organized will be shown by slide

and discussed.

The last part of today's session, after the break, will be devoted
to the basic processor which is the brain or command level of the computer.

Before we discuss today's subject matter, I would like to explain

briefly the punched card you received at the first session.

been placed at your seat in case you don't have it with you.

Another has

•

•

'

.

.

'
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Punched-cards are Important because data stored on them can be

processed electro-mechanically.
collection.

They are widely used for business data

Time clock cards and inventory control cards are two examples

in use.

Please take the card with the digits "0" through "9," our alphabet
and a few special symbols printed across the top and let's examine it
together.

This card is 80 columns wide, has ten punching positions labeled
"0" through "9" in each vertical column.

each numeral to be represented.

Only one hole is punched for

Letters use two punches:

one in a zone

and one in the appropriate column.

You will observe the letters "A" through "I" use one zone:
through "R M another: and "S" through "Z" another.
in no specific manner:

"J"

Symbols are represented

in fact some are represented with three punches

—

for example the comma.

An important fact to remember is that each character, whether it
be a digit, a letter or a symbol, has its own individual representation
in the punched-card coding scheme.

Punched-cards and how they are used will be covered several times
in this course.

I explained it to show a similarity to the Binary Coding

Scheme which we will discuss in a few minutes.

Any questions on punched-cards?

(TRANSPARENCY OFF)
Of the several number systems, let's discuss the decimal system

first
use.

—

the one people use in business, in their trade

—

and in everyday

.
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Ve like this system because It seems natural*

We learned to count

on our fingers and some still do.

The origin of this system is reflected by the language of a certain
tribe in South America.

Their word for six (6) is "one on the other hand."
As you would

Their word for eleven (11) is "one on the foot."

surmise, their word for sixteen (16) is "one on the other foot."

What do you suppose their word for twenty (20) is?

Yes, it's the

word meaning man .
In primitive days this was as far as they could count.

In the decimal system, when counting goes beyond one position, the

digit in the next position to the left is increased by one and counting is
resumed at "0."

Counting beyond 2 seems easy because of constant practice -- it
seems natural that 10 should follow 9, or that 1,000 should follow 999.
In brief, all large numbers make use of the same digits, "0" to "9."

Whenever a digit is written, it has an individual value that is
independent of the digits to its right or left

—

but

—

the overall value

of a digit is its individual value multiplied by its position value.

What is position value?

It is the number base raised to the power

of the digit position occupied.

Let's illustrate this on the blackboard;
(Done at blackboard :)

List the 10 digits in decimal system

0123456789

equals base 10

'

.
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Right of decimal point

Left of decimal point

10*

Position value

Y

10 1

1

10°

lO"

lO"

2

- any digits

one may want
to use for
illustration
purposes

Y x 100

Y x 10

Y x

1

Y x 1/100

Y x 1/10

Overall value of a digit equals its individual value multiplied by its

position value.
Our total number is the sum of these products:
(Y xlOO) + (Y x 10) + (Y x 1) etc.

Gentlemen, I'm sure you must think this elementary, but I needed
to illustrate the decimal system to show you a comparison to the Binary

System we will see in this film and I will illustrate it also.

The film we are about to see begins with logic
It's sound reasoning.

What is logic?

There is logic in the decimal system.

marvel, the computer, contains some logic.

or both.

—

Our electronic

It can compare letters, numerals,

But a computer can only think in terms of two conditions:

a punch

or no punch, pulse or no pulse, a magnetized spot or an unmagnetized spot

—

off or on.

Therefore, the Binary numbering is ideally suited for computer

use as it uses only two digits, "0" and "1."
Let's watch the film now and please pay close attention to Binary
coded decimal and alphanumerical representation in which we will demonstrate
in detail on the blackboard.

(SHOW FILM)

Automatic processing equipment is designed with many components that
can exist in either one of two states.

represented in various ways:

As we said, these two states may be

by a punch or no punch, pulse or no pulse, etc.

-
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This "Yes

—

No," or "0

~

1" condition is popular because it is easier to

design equipment that can be put in one of two stable states rather than ten.

A light switch

is an example of this

—

either on or off and stable.

Com-

binations of the two symbols "0" and "1," called Binary Digits or Bits, are

used in a variety of ingenious schemes to represent numerals, letters and
other symbols.
(ILLUSTRATE AT BLACKBOARD)

ZONE

CHANNEL
i

AND

JUMERICAL

BASE 2

1

BCD
TAKES

P

SEVEN

for

BITS

Parity

TO

may be

REPRESENT
ONE

PURE
Z2

Z1
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* +16
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« + * 8 *

22

4*

2

1
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+ 1
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8
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m
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1
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2

z
m

1

m
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3

ACTER

4

—

5

a*

6

1

1

1

1

—

1

1

m

7

1

1

1

1

1
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3
9

«•

1
1
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Organization of Data
Data processing equipment senses, stores and manipulates a wide
variety of characters.

Individual characters must be grouped together in

a way that is practical for use by people and machines.

Data are organized into 4 levels for processing:
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #2)
1.

CHARACTER

—

The 64 numerals, letters and symbols we've

talked about.
2.

ITEM

—

Characters grouped to specify a particular unit of

information -- a quantity
3.

RECORD

—

—

an employee number.

One or more data items related in some meaningful

— stock record -- payroll record,
FILE — A group of related records.

way
4.

etc.

There are several schemes for organizing data items for processing,
based on the fact that the length of the items may vary greatly.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #3)

The variable-length scheme allows any item to be any length without restraint.

The end of each item is identified by an item separator used

between every two items.

Under this scheme, an item is identified not by

its location, but by its sequential relationship to other items.

To keep

the item count correct, this plan requires identification of any items

omitted.

Example

—

Check Stub

Under the selectable-length scheme any length may be chosen for
an item

—

say the employee number -- but once chosen all numbers must be

•
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given the same length at the expense of filling out short numbers with
(EXPLAIN CHECK STUB)

zeros.

The fixed word and block scheme specifies the number of characters
that are treated as a word, and the number of words handled as a block.

The word and block length are designed into the equipment by the manufacturer,
and the user must adhere to his specifications.

We have gone through the decimal system people use because it seems
natural and the Binary system computers use because of its two (2) stable
states

We have talked about binary coded decimals, a code using four
binary digits for simplicity and the alphanumerical system, which covers
all our numbers, letters and symbols, represented by seven (7) bits, in-

cluding parity.

We have discussed the four (4) levels of data and how they are
organized into records and files.
Let's take a break and then we will discuss the actual brain of the
computer

—

The Processor.
Processors
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #4)

I am going to describe the basic functions of the processor and

its components.

I will describe the components briefly and tell how each

component performs.

I will demonstrate with overhead projections and dis-

cussion and then we have a movie which covers the processor operation.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #5)

What is a processor?

First, the definition of a processor is:

1.

Any device capable of accepting data,

2.

Applying prescribed procedures,

.

.
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3.

Storing data,

4.

Performing arithmetic and logic operations,

5.

Controlling the entire operation,

6.

Presenting data in usable form.

That was quite a mouthful
ABOVE

1-6

—

let's go over them again.

(REPEAT

SLOWLY AND TAKE EACH STEP SEPARATELY.)

What is a processor?
1.

Any device capable of accepting data.
a.

A person has this capability.

b.

An adding machine or calculator also has the ability

to accept data when numbers are used.
c.

A processor accepts data through input units on

punched cards or magnetic tape.
2.

Applying prescribed procedures.
a.

A person again has this capability.

b.

An adding machine or calculator can apply procedures

too, when you push the "add" button.
c.

high speed storage.
3.

It adds

—

A processor applies procedures by programs fed to the
(PROGRAMS WILL BE COVERED LATER.)

Storing data.
a.

A person can store data in memory.

b.

An adding machine again qualifies by storing each

number inserted into it.
c.

of data also.

session.

A processor has the capability to store large volumes

How it does this will be explained in detail in your next

.
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4.

Performing arithmetic and logic operations.
a.

A person can perform simple arithmetic and logic

in his

brain from memory.
b.

Now an adding machine doesn't qualify in this category

~

it cannot do anything but add so cannot perform logic.
c.

A processor performs arithmetic functions and logical

operations by using electrical pulses with binary code -- in millionths of
a second.
5.

Controlling the entire operation.
a*

A person controls entire operations by brain power and

memory and reference by communication of sight and sound which could be
instructions, procedures for sight and telephone for sounds.
b.

The processor controls the entire operation by programs

previously inserted in the processor

—

>

this is controlled by sequence

operations that are performed in millionths of a second.

This will be

explained in the Programming Session.
6.

Presenting data in usable form.
a.

Data in usable form is the final output of any processor.
(1)

A person can present data in usable form prepared

slowly and manually.
(2)

The processor presents data in usable form by punched

cards, magnetic tape or in printed form.

Incidentally, these usable forms will be presented in your next
two sessions.

A basic processor

,

consists of a control unit, arithmetic and

logic unit, and a high speed storage unit .

.

.
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If you will note on the schematic before you, each component I

mentioned

—

is in the Basic Processor .

We will confine our comments to

the part enclosed in red.

Let's start with the High Speed Storage Unit .
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #6)
1.

The high speed storage unit is used to store programs and data .
Programs and data are fed to high speed storage through input

units and stored in separate locations.
2.

It is used to receive data from input units

.

High speed storage is used to receive data from input units for
storage

—- through control of

the control unit.

The control unit notifies

high speed storage when to accept data and where to store.
3.

It supplies data and instructions to the Control Unit and to

the Arithmetic Unit during processing.

Data could be permanent storage or temporary storage that was
recently received from input units.

Instructions are normally in permanent

storage, and are taken in sequence from a program.
4.

High Speed Storage furnishes results to the output units.
Results furnished to output units are directed by the control

unit, to a specific output and in a specified sequence.
5.

High speed storage varies in capacity from a few thousand to

many thousand characters

—

and each character is available in microseconds

(millionths of seconds).
If you'll look at your handout, you will see Bulk Storage .

It is

also available to the processor for instruction and data but at a slower
speed.

—

.
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Now, let's go to the Arithmetic and Logic Unit *
(a)

Arithmetic Functions performed are

—

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
(b)

Logical Functions are performed such as comparing data

Compare for Numeric Sequence.

(1)

If you will recall the last hour that "binary" coding was dis-

cussed

—

numerics consisted of four "bits."

Let's take the digit - 2 - and put it in binary code.

10
Now let's take the digit -3- and put it in binary code.

11
By comparing the binary value of the two digits

—

the processor

can determine which character is earlier.
(2)

Data can also be compared in alphabetic sequence

—

Let's take the two four bits we have for numerics and make alphabetic

characters out of them

character

—

by adding

and

1

to the zones

~

we have a "B"

—««—«____—

10

10

Now, using the same bits in the next group of bits we have the
"C" character.

_____«______

10

11

The binary value of these bits can also be compared to see which
is earlier or later.

The same procedure applies to comparing numeric and

alphabetic combinations in sequence.

.
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These data items consisting of letters, numerals, or both, can

be compared, in order to find which is earlier or later in the alphanumeric sequence by comparing the binary value of each character*
HOW DOES IT DO THIS?

Through logical circuitry which we will not go into at this
time.
(c)

—

Now we come to the most important unit of the processor

the Control Unit .
(1)

This unit controls the flow of data through the

system and initiates desired arithmetic or logical operations.
(2)

It controls the circuitry that selects each

instruction in proper sequence.

—

(3)

It interprets each instruction

(4)

Finally It causes all other parts of the processor

ADD, STORE,

MOVE, etc.

to carry out the actions specified in an instruction.
(d)

Let's compare a processor to the picture that was

shown in the first session

«

of a girl sitting at a desk.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #7)

First let's define a processor again
capable of the following:

—

a processor is any device

'

.

r

-.

?

;

i
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—

—

Control Unit
High
Speed Storage

ACCEPTS DATA

Girl' 8 Brain
put Basket

APPLY PRESCRIBED
PROCEDURES

Written Procedures and
that retained in
memory

Available in high speed
storage in microseconds

STORAGE

Brain (Memory) File
Cabinets, Scratch

Available in high speed
storage in microseconds

In-

Pad

PERFORM ARITHMETIC

Adding Machine

Arithmetic & Logic Unit

CONTROL ENTIRE
OPERATION

Girl's Brain

Control Unit

PRESENT DATA IN
USABLE FORM

Output Basket -Manual preparation;
Handwritten, Typewritten, Telephone

Magnetic Tape:
33,333 char, per sec.
Punched Cards:
300 cards per sec.
Printed Matter:
1000 lines per min.

& LOGIC OPERATIONS

HOW ARE THESE FUNCTIONS INITIATED?

By Instruction Routines .
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #6)
(1)

Instruction routines selected by the Control Unit causes

other components to carry out the necessary operations.
(2)

A list of coded instructions, called an instruction routine

or program routine

—

tells the Control Unit what to do and what sequence

to follow.
(a)

An instruction might say

—

"ADD X to Y," "READ"

or "STOP."
I.

Each instruction consists of an operation code

ADD, SUBTRACT, etc., and the address of data in storage.

—

;

.

.

.
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(b)

Each instruction tells the Control Unit what operation

to perform -- which data to use

—

and where to place results*

Instructions or programs are stored in High Speed Storage until
called for by the Control Unit.

THEN WHAT HAPPENS?
The instructions and data are in High Speed Storage

—

they go to

areas called registers .

There are many types of Registers such as,
1.

Instruction Register

2.

Address Registers
SAMPLE INSTRUCTION

—

"ADD 2000" (WRITE ON BLACKBOARD

—

ADD 2000.)
Might mean "add the contents of High Speed Storage location 2000
to the contents of a special area where sums are formed."

Now let's follow the overall control and operation steps for the
processor

Look at your schematic.
Under guidance of the control unit, the input units read data for
transfer into specified locations of the high speed storage unit

—

and

is stored until the control unit requests it.

1.

The Control Unit obtains an instruction from High Speed

Storage and interprets -- "ADD"
(ADD)
2.

The Control Unit then sets up Arithmetic and Logic circuitry

as specified by the instruction.

I

S

'

.

A
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3.

The Control Unit obtains data from high speed storage --

executes operation and sends to Arithmetic and Logic Unit.
4.

The Arithmetic and Logic Unit then performs the specified

operation on the data and returns the results to high speed storage via
the Control Unit

—

for storage until the Control Unit requests the re-

sults, and notifies the Control Unit that the operation is complete.
5.

The Control Unit interprets the output instruction to send

the results from storage to an output unit
in usable form, such as:

—

which in turn presents data

punched cards, magnetic tape, printer.

Registers
!•

A Register

is a device capable of receiving information, holding

it, and transferring it as directed by Control Circuits.

Registers are required by the Control Unit to know at all
times what process is in operation and what the next procedure will be.
Stop and think a moment
less than one second intervals
2.

—

—

each process is taking place in

and s ome in billionths of a second.

Registers are named according to their function.

—

a.

An Instruction Register

b.

A Data or Address Register

contains the instruction being

executed.

—

holds the address of the

storage location specified by the instruction.
c.

An Instruction Counter

—

stores the address of the next

instruction to be executed.
d.

The Decoder

—

translates the operation code part of an
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instruction by setting up the appropriate arithmetic and logic circuits
for its performance.
e.

An Accumulator

—

•

located in the arithmetic unit is a

register to form sums and other arithmetic results.
EXAMPLE:
(1)

The Control Unit instructs the equipment to perform

the following:
(a)

Copy the first number, or operand, from a storage

location into the Accumulator.
(b)

Get the second number from a storage location and

add the number in the accumulator.
(c)

Continue to add/or copy the accumulator content

into a storage location.
(MOVIE)

Now we will look at a film showing the operation of the processor
and the component parts and processing functions.

The film describes the 3 parts of the processor -- Storage, Control
and Arithmetic and Logical Parts.
It starts with the Storage Unit.

will be the Storage Unit.
the Processor.

In the first frame you see,

It is talking about High Speed Storage within

Then it goes on to the Arithmetic and Control Units.

SUMMARY

We have seen that the Processor is the brain of the Arithmetic
Data Processing System.

The Processor consists of three basic components which are

—
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—

1.

High Speed Storage Unit

2.

Arithmetic and Logic Unit

3.

Control Unit

to store data and instructions.

—

to perform calculations.

—

a.

To direct the flow of data.

b.

Initiate desired operations.

c.

Control output.

Remember the special Registers are used to inform the Control Unit

what instruction is in process and what the next instruction number is.
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I
Reports
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Remote
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Schematic of major components of a data-processing system.
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STORAGE DEVICES

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

STORAGE DEVICES

OBJECTIVE:

To discuss computer storage devices and equipment

TIME:

50 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead projector and

8

transparencies

Pointer
Film, "Storage Devices," Mn 8969B (Available from Film
Library, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.)
7 Film slides (Available from Film Library, MCAS,
Cherry Point, N. C.)

Facsimile of a magnetic card.
Plastic disc containing magnetic core.
Coil of punched paper tape.
Strip of magnetic tape.

,

.

•

of high speed storage, CORE STORAGE, works.

We will also have a look at

the various storage devices, and discuss some of their characteristics.

First, let us turn our attention to the types of storage, and

discuss their use.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)

Punched-Cards .

Punched -cards are used to store information such

as a supply file, a payroll record, etc.

These are good for permanent

bulk storage in some cases, but are not used for high speed storage.
Punched Paper Tape .

tion in punched form.

Punched paper tape is used to store informa-

It is similar to cards.

It is generally used when

data length exceeds the 80 column limitation of punched- cards.
Magnetic Tapes, Cards and Discs .

These are used to store informa-

tion similar to file cabinets in your office.

Characters, items, records

and files may be stored on these devices.

Remember that an Item is:

A group of related characters, such as a quantity or an employee
number.

A record

is a group of related items such as a stock record, pay-

roll record, etc.

A file

is a group of related records such as a supply file, a pay-

roll file, etc.

Magnetic Drum .

This is a high speed type of storage, used in some

computers for internal storage.

In most computers, however, magnetic drum

is used to store overflow data from the processor and to store data that
is required often.

Magnetic drums are used in some processors to store programs, and

.

GA

hold registers.

Some computers use drums to store bulk information similar

to tapes and cards and discs.

The use of drums varies with each system

design.

Magnetic Core .

Magnetic core is commonly used in the processor.

It stores instructions to the processor, stores programs, registers and

other data.

We refer to this as high speed memory or high speed storage.

Any of these, except core, may be used for bulk storage.

The use of various storage devices is dependent upon the type of
equipment that may be available for recording and reading the storage

devices
Now, let's go back to this list of storage means and describe each

type .

Punched-Cards

—

(either a 51 or 80 column card.)

You are all

familiar with the card.

Punched Paper Tape -- Punched paper tape may be five, six, seven
or eight channel paper tape.

graph equipment.

Five channel is used on all standard tele-

I will pass around a sample.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #2)

Magnetic Tape is plastic coated on one side with a metallic oxide.
It is 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches wide and usually in reels from 1500 to 3600 feet

long.

It is similar to the tape used for home recording.

Information is

permanent and can be retained for an indefinite period of time.
read and re-read as many times as necessary.

binary bits, tiny magnetized spots.

Data is stored on tape in

It cannot be seen with the eye.

is written on and read from magnetic tape by a read-write head.

TAPE.)

A read-write head

It can be

Data

(PASS OUT

is simply an electromagnetic device which can
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magnetize a tiny area on the surface of the tape.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #3)

Conversely, it can also sense the presence of a magnetic field.
it the ability to read or write.

This gives

The direction of current flow determines

the polarity of the magnetic spot.

Consequently, spots can represent ones

or zeros, the two digits used for binary recording.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #4)

Magnetic Cards .

One version of a magnetic card is a flexible card

4^ inches wide X 16 inches long.

Only one side of the card is coated with

metallic oxide and data is recorded on this side in the form of bits, the
same as on tape.

of tape.

(PASS OUT CARD)

Cards may be likened to short strips

These cards are housed in magazines.

magazine which holds 256 cards.

One manufacturer makes a

Each card is pulled out of the magazine

and passed by a read-write head for reading and writing data.

These cards

may be individually addressed, and have some of the characteristics of
tape storage and some of the next type which is drum storage .

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #5)

Magnetic Drum is a metal cylinder varying in diameter from 4 to 12
inches.

It is coated with magnetic material.

storage medium.

This coating is the actual

This is similar to a log with tape wrapped around it.

These drums revolve from 3,000 to 17,000 revolutions per minute depending
on the manufacturer.
to tape and cards.

Data is recorded by means of magnetic spots, similar
Read-write heads are mounted in the drum housing and

the drum rotates past them.

(FLIP OVERLAY)
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>orticulfli character rcr>r2cente

l

IV who bits ;acsco the

read-write baa. information is written or read out.

The head traverses

to read each bod.

(FLIP OVERLAY)

To sped up the process more read-write heads may be added.

This

reduces the tla to find any particular data.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY <W)

Mwttc

The magnetic disc is a thin metal disc

Disc Storage.

varying from 1 to 48 inches in diameter, coated on both sides with a

magnetic recorins material.

Information can be stored on either or both

sides in the fcna of magnetic spots.

similar to

These discs are stacked in units

ke box and are mounted on a rotating shaft.

p

units vary to ha number of discs per unit.
50 discs.

Most of these

The typical unit would contain

read from and written on by read-write heads on arms which

s

go between eae of the discs.

These arms move in and out and up and down.

(SH(i:

TRANSPARENCY #7)

te lost type of storage we will discuss is Magnetic Core ,

r,

is a tiny doughnut-shaped ring of iron (or ferroitlc

al), a few hundredths of an inch in diameter (or about the

!

sise af a plnmad) which is capable of retaining either one of two mag-

netic states.
one bit.

'

-

;

on - off, zero one; 01.

Each magnetic core holds

Thea cores are arranged in a manner so that they can store in-

formation.
t

show you how core storage xjorhs, we have a film.
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As the particular character represented by the bits passes the

read-write head, information is written or read out.

The head traverses

to read each band.

(FLIP OVERLAY)

To speed up the process more read-write heads may be added.

This

reduces the time to find any particular data.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY £6)

Magnetic Disc Storage

.

The magnetic disc is a thin metal disc

varying from 24 to 48 inches in diameter, coated on both sides with a

magnetic recording material.

Information can be stored on either or both

sides in the form of magnetic spots.

These discs are stacked in units

similar to a Juke box and are mounted on a rotating shaft.
units vary to the number of discs per unit.
50 discs.

Most of these

The typical unit would contain

It is read from and written on by read-write heads on arms which

go between each of the discs.

These arms move in and out and up and down.

(SHOK TRANSPARENCY #7)
Now, the lost type of storage we will discuss is Magnetic Core .

Magnetic Core is a tiny doughnut-shaped ring of iron (or ferromagnetic material), a few hundredths of an inch in diameter (or about the
size of a pinhead) which is capable of retaining either one of two mag-

netic states,

-

;

on - off, zero one; 01.

Each magnetic core holds

These cores are arranged in a manner so that they can store in-

one bit.
formation.

Mow to show you how core storage works, we have a film.
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It starts with magnetic tape storage, and discusses drum, disc and

core storage.

It illustrates how core storage works, and how it is used in

the processor for high speed storage.

(SHOW FILM)
I will pass around a sample of core.

These are the little doughnuts

which are strung on vires to make a core matrix.
Now you will recall that each one of these doughnuts, or cores,
holds one bit of information.
to represent one character.

Therefore, it may take seven of these cores

For example:

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #8)

The letter A is made up of seven bits.
bits, and 4 numerical bits.

A parity bit,

2 zone

These are represented by plus

or minus pulses in high speed storage.

Now applying these

voltages to the cores, we see that if we have a stack of seven
cores, we can represent the letter A.

Any other number, letter

or special character may be represented by changing the bit

configuration.

This is in fact what is done, the matrices

are stacked in an array; in this case, 7 high.

In this way

we are able to represent any of 64 numbers, letters or special
characters.

In turn, any number of characters may be combined

to form items, records and complete file.

can we store in this array?

How many characters

(Answer: 100.)

Core storage is very fast which makes it desirable for processors.
It is also very expensive, as each core has to be strung by hand and the

whole matrix and array is hand-wired.

V
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Now let's talk about each of the various storage devices and
discuss some of the characteristics of each.
(SHOW SLIDE #1)

This is a Magnetic Tape Station .

The tape is wound on reels.

The

reels of tape vary but there is some sort of take-up mechanism to prevent
the tape from breaking.

The tape is fed across a read-write head.

Data is represented in the Binary System in the form of magnetic
spots .

Addressing ;

A tape label

Records on magnetic tape are non-addressable.

is used to identify the record or records on a tape.

(EXPLAIN)
In

order to find a particular address on the reel of tape it may be necessary
to pass the location several times.

Data is written, transferred or read by bit, serial or parallel,

depending on the equipment.

You will recall that serial mode of operation

means that one bit of information is written, read, or transferred at a
time.

Parallel operation, on the other hand, means that several bits or

characters are transferred simultaneously.

Capacity :

A 2400 ft. reel of half-inch tape can 3tore about 3 to

16 million characters, but is generally less than maximum because of inter-

block gaps

—

of 3/4 to 2 inches.

stop and not lose data.

This allows the tape unit to start and

Inter-block gap occurs because the tape unit has

to start and get up speed.

When it stops, it has to decelerate.

Although

this is very rapid, it still takes time and the unit cannot read or write

during this time.

A 2400 foot reel of tape with 200 characters per inch

holds as many data as 25,000 eighty column cards.

Therefore an unlimited

amount of information can be stored on tape using more than one reel of
tape.

-

.

.
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Access Time ;

elements .

Access to data stored on tape is dependent on several

An average reading time for a 2400 foot tape at maximum speed
Tape movement speed ranges from 75-200

may take four and one-half minutes.
inches per second.

Erasable :

Tape is erasable and can be re-used many, many times.

The information does not disappear in case of power failure.
(SHOW SLIDE #2)

Magnetic Cards

Data is represented in the Binary System in the form of magnetic
spots.

Each card is individually addressable.

Addressing :

notches on the top and bottom edges.
can be made unique.

Notice the

By coding these notches, each card

Through a system of rods the card can then be selected

in much the same manner as the old key sort system.

You can think of the

telephone list finder on your desk.
Mode:

Either Serial or Parallel.
(SHOW SLIDE #3)

Capacity :

One card version has a capacity of 166,400 characters.

One machine uses cards and can store over 4 billion characters.

(SHOW SLIDE #4)

Access Time :

Very rapid.

It depends on the speed of the selector

that moves the card to the read head.

magazine .
SCREEN).

(POINT OUT ON SCREEN)

For example, in this type the

The read-write head is

—

(POINT OUT ON

The card must be removed from the magazine, moved to the read-

write head and replaced in the magazine.

Obviously, the card located
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closest to the read-write head can be read more quickly and returned to
the magazine than one from the far end of the device.

300 to 500 mill ©seconds .

A general time is

This is dependent upon the location of the card

in the equipment because the card has to be moved to the read head.

Erasable :

Yes.

These magazines are removable and interchangeable

and, like tape, do not disappear in event of power failure.

(SHOW SLIDE #5)

Magnetic Drum

Data is represented in the Binary System in the form of magnetic
spots.

Addressing

Storage on a drum is addressable by assigning certain

:

locations on the drum to specific data.

However, it need not be ad-

dressable.

Mode :

Serial and/or Parallel.

Capacity

:

Magnetic drums in use today vary greatly in capacity.

Capacities range from 10,000 to 500,000 numeric characters.

They range

in diameter from 4 to 12 inches and rotate at speeds of 3000 to 17,000 rpm.

Access Time :

Access time varies from a few microseconds to 50

milliseconds.

Erasable and non-volatile.
(SHOW SLIDE #6)

Magnetic Disc

Data is represented in the Binary System in the form of magnetic
spots.

.

.

.
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Addressable in much the same manner as drum storage

Addressing :

by assigning certain areas on the disc to specific data.
Mode :

Serial and Parallel.

Capacity :

Depends on manufacture.

as 700,000 characters on a single side.
a

—

maximum of 50 discs

—

A single disc may store as many

These discs may be stacked.

Say

total capacity may be 56 million characters in

one unit.

Access time :

Varies from 10 milliseconds to several seconds

dependent upon the equipment.

Erasable and non-volatile.
(SHOW SLIDE #7)

Magnetic Core
This slide shows a processor.
(POINT)

—

The magnetic core (POINT) is here.

The cover has been removed to show the core.

Data is represented in the Binary System in the form of magnetic
spots

Addressing :

Each location in core storage has a unique address

so that it can be located.

Mode

:

Electronic addressable:

no mechanical movement.

Serial or Parallel

Capacity :

From a few hundred characters to several hundred thousand.

Access Time :

In the range of a fraction of a microsecond to 20

microseconds
Erasable and volatile.
Punched-Cards

Data is represented by punched holes; square or round; can be
binary coded but usually some sort of code.

.
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Address inn :
Mode:

Non-addressable.

Serially.

Capacity

80 characters.

;

Access time

Erasable ;

Various

;

Card cannot ba erased.

No.

Punched Paper Tape

Data Representation :

Punched in various methods

—

punched holes,

code and binary.

Addressing :
I

lode ;

Non-addressable.

Serially.

Capacity ;

Only limited by the length of the tape.

Access Time ;

Erasable :

Varies due to scanning to locate information.

No.

Gentlemen, that concludes our presentation on storage devices.

We

have introduced the various means used for information storage and we have

discussed their uses.

We have looked at the equipment used, and we have

talked about the char act eristics of each.
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INPUT/OUTPUT

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

INPUT/OUTPUT

OBJECTIVE:

Familiarization with Input/Output Devices and
Capabilities

TIME:

45 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead Projector

Two (2) Transparencies

—

"Input-Output" MN8969 (Available from Film
Library, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.)

Film

35

ram

Slide Projector

16

ram

Projector

Porto-punch

HANDOUTS:

Punched Cards

Paper Tape

Example of Print-Out
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REVIEW

This session will be devoted to input -output devices.

In the

previous session, STORAGE DEVICES, the various means of storing data were
introduced.

You will recall that we discussed magnetic tape, magnetic

cards, magnetic drum, magnetic core, punched-cards and punched paper tape.

You will also recall that data is stored in various ways in these devices.
In some, it is stored by means of holes, in others by means of magnetic

spots or on magnetic cores.

You were shown how magnetic core works

—

how a stack of

were arranged so that a character could be represented.

7

cores

You saw how the

stacks of cores were combined into arrays in order that items, records and
files might be stored.

Finally, you were shown the equipment used for

storage and you discussed the characteristics of each type of equipment.

You will probably recognize some of these storage devices as input-output
devices -- the punched-card for example, or the magnetic tape unit.

We know how we store data, the next question is how do we get data
into storage and how do we get data out of storage in usable form.

-
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INPUT/OUTPUT

Input data may be obtained from many sources.

However, data, to

be useful must be in a form suitable for read- in to a processor.

Perhaps the most familiar method of input for a data processing

system is the punched-card.

Information in the punched-card is recorded

as small rectangular holes punched in specific locations in the card.

This data may be read as the card is moved through a card reader.

Reading the card is basically a process of automatically converting

data recorded as holes to an electronic language and entering this data
into a machine.

Cards are used for entering data into a machine, for

recording and receiving information from a machine.

How do we get holes

in the card?

Porto Punch

—

by use of a stylus and special perforated cards

(Your Card NO. 1) the cards may be punched and are ready for machine

processing.

Mark Sense

—

by use of an electro- graphic pencil (Your Card No. 2)

cards may be marked and electrically converted to holes by machine.
(SHOW SLIDE #1)

The most common method of converting source data into punched cards
is by using a key punch machine.

The operator reads the source document

and by depressing keys, converts the information into punched holes.
is very similar to typing

on a typewriter.

This

Soon after the cards have been

keypunched all cards are processed through the keypunch verifier and will
be notched either with an o.k. notch (Pass-Out #2) on the right end of the
card, which means the card has been verified as being correct or it will be

.
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notched with an error notch Pass -Out #3) in the card above the column in

which the error is first detected.

The verifier operator reads the same

source document the keypunch operator used.
(SHOW SLIDE #2)

On this side we have two card data transmission devices, also part
of the AUTODIN System.

Cards may be fed automatically and transmitted or

received at the rate of 12 cards per minute.

One device is used for trans-

mitting, the other for receiving.

The device in the center (POINT) is called a Circuit Switching
Unit.

The circuit switching unit is a device which interrogates a computer

at a switching center to obtain a line to the station being addressed.

In-Put Device
(SHOW SLIDE #3)

An example of a system which uses data transmission cards and paper
tape is the transactor.

The transactor is a sturdy, compact machine which was designed to
fit into the general atmosphere of an industrial area.
the Compiler by a multi-wire cable.

It is connected to

Predetermined information is fed into

the Transactor by p re-punched business machine cards; fixed information

will be wired into the machine plugboard, and variable information will be
fed by dials and buttons located on the front panel of the Transactor.

The Compiler is a receiving and recording machine which will receive,
validate and record all information received from the Transactors.

The

messages received by the Compiler will be recorded in the form of punched

paper tape.

This tape will, in

turn, be converted to punched-cards or

submitted as direct input into a magnetic tape computer system.
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As you can see, this will by-pass many laborious and time consuming manual

operations which are necessary under the present system.
(SHOW SLIDE #4)

We can convert the tape into punched cards by use of a card punch
machine with a paper tape converter.

Now that we have our cards ready to

feed the processor, how do we do it?

We use a card reader.

card readers are used with

many processors.

On-line punched*

The processor can control the

card reader and start and stop the reading operation as required.

Editing

is done under program control to check for double punches, blank columns,

and field consistency.

Contents of columns can be omitted, altered, or

rearranged for transfer into storage.

Card readers usually verify accuracy

by reading each card twice and comparing for identity, or by reading once
and making a hole count for each column for comparison with a second hole-

count made at a read-in check station.

Conversion between the punched-card

code and the code used in the processor is handled by read- in equipment.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)

Throughout the ADP cycle, great attention is given to checking
for accuracy.

We must make certain that the data we have transposed is

free from human errors and that it is in the correct format.

Data Verification.

The processor does this:

This is called

The simplest type of format

verification is to ensure that each data field contains the correct kind
of characters (numeric alphabetic or both).

An alphabetic character in a

numerical statement of amount such as $99 A. 99 on a check violates the rules
of format and is an obvious error which defies further processing.

Unless

data is keypunched correctly the processor is programmed to reject it.

•
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Next the data is verified to see that all the elements appear to

be complete and that the meaning is reasonable.

In the second example

shown on the screen, the blank space in the f igure$-99 .99 indicates that
there is a character missing, therefore the processor would be programmed
to reject this.

In the last example $99,999 it is obvious that the figure

is unreasonable if our field is limited to $999,99 and the machine would be

programmed to reject this data.

So much for cards and punched holes.

(SHOW SLIDE #5)

Let's talk about the Magnetic Tape Station.

The Magnetic Tape

Station can function as both an input or an output device; it transports
the magnetic tape and accomplishes the actual reading or writing of informa-

tion.

You remember that during reading or writing, tape is transferred from

the file reel past the read-write head to the machine reel.

Several devices are available for transmitting data recorded on

magnetic tape.

They read data from magnetic tape, transmit data over

telephone wires, and record on magnetic tape at the destination.

The

transmission speed over commercial telephone channels is from 150 to 300
characters per second.
(SHOW SLIDE #6)

Now let's go on to the various printers which are output devices.
Printing devices provide a permanent visual record of data from the

Computer System.

Speeds of printing vary from 10 to 2,500 characters per

second
As an output unit, the printer receives data in electronic form

from the processor.

These electronic symbols enter appropriate circuitry

and cause printing elements to be actuated.

Paper advancing is controlled
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by instruction, either directly or in conjunction with a paper tape loop
in the printer.

(SHOW SLIDE #7)

The Print Wheel Printer is equipped with 120 or more rotary print
wheels.

Each print wheel has characters of type including numerals,

alphabetical symbols, and special characters.

At the time of printing,

all of the print wheels are correctly positioned to represent the data to

be printed.

Printing occurs as a completed line of 120 or more characters.
(SHOW SLIDE #8)

Next is the Matrix-Printer.

In the wire matrix printer, each

character is printed as a pattern of dots formed by the ends of small wires
arranged in a five by seven dot rectangle.

By extending selected wires, the patterns may be arranged in the
shape of 47 different characters, including all letters of the alphabet,
to 9, and a number of special characters.

the digits

Selected wires are

pressed against an inked fabric ribbon to print the characters on paper.
(SHOW SLIDE #9)

The chain printer is an electromechanical line printer using engraved type.
a chain.

Alphabetic, numeric, and special characters are assembled in

As the chain travels horizontally, each character is printed as

it is positioned opposite a hammer that presses the paper against one piece

of type in the moving chain.

Up to 132 positions may be printed on one

line at a speed of 600 lines per minute.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #2)

THB NEXT PRINTING DEVICE IS THE PRINT DRUM.
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The Print Drum is a continuously rotating cylinder with raised
characters arranged on each band around the cylinder.

Every character to

be used is located in each bank to provide one printing position.

A fast-

acting hammer opposite each band of characters strikes the paper against
the desired character at the correct time.

Printing speeds of 800 to 1,000

lines per minute of 160 characters per line are possible.
(TURN TRANSPARENCY OFF)

NOW FOR THE LAST OF THE PRINTERS.

The typewriter used as an output device is similar to the ones
used manually.

The major difference is that control of the typewriter

and the printing are accomplished automatically as directed by the stored

program-

Printing speed is about 600 characters per minute; spacing and

carriage return are automatic.
(SHOW SLIDE #10)

The Interrogating Typewriter is a remote inquiry station.

Such

stations enable an inquirer to interrogate the processor and receive an

answer without manual intervention.

This feature is useful if the processor

has a large amount of data readily available in addressable bulk storage and
the inquirer can quickly use the output for either decision-making or

operating purposes.
(SHOW SLIDE #11)

Output from the computer system is also recorded in cards produced

by a card punching machine.

The card punch automatically moves blank cards,

one at a time, from the card hopper under a punching mechanism that punches

data received from storage.

After the card is punched, it is moved to a

Ill

checking station where the data is read and checked with the information
received at the punching station.

The card is then moved to the stacker.

Card punching speed varies from 100 to 250 cards per minute.
Several of the devices that we have talked about may have what is
called "a buffer storage."

A processor can ordinarily accept and record data in storage faster
than input units can supply data.

Buffer storage is used to compensate

for this difference in operating speeds.

A buffer may be a small inter-

mediate storage unit between the input unit and processor storage.

In

other cases, part of the main storage is used for buffering.

Now let's look at a short film which deals with in-put, processing,
and out-put which will show these devices.

basic in-put and out-put devices.

This will serve as a review of

(SHOW FILM)

SUMMARY
The input and output subsystem consists of devices and media for
getting data into and usable results out of a processor; it is a critical
element of a successful data-processing system.

The chain of activities

leading up to processor input are (1) recording events, (2) converting

data to machine language, (3) verifying the data, (4) transmitting the data
and (5) the actual read into the processor.
Input preparation usually starts off-line from the processor

because it is a relatively slow process.

Devices used for converting data

into processable form are paper-tape punches, keypunches, typewriters with

connected card punches, and magnetic-tape writers.
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Various schemes of sight reading and duplicate operations with
comparisons are used for verifying that the original data are correctly

converted into proces sable form.

A variety of data- transmission techniques are available:
telephone, telegraph and microwave.

they are

Media used for data transmission are

punched paper tape, punched card and magnetic tape.
Input readers connected directly to the processor range from manual

keyboards operating at a speed of a few characters per second to magnetictape units as fast as several thousand characters per second.

Magnetic

tape has the desirable features of high-density storage, rapid data transfer,

read-reverse, backspace, reliability and reusability.

A most interesting development in input readers is the use of the
interrogating typewriter designed for operations to make file interrogations,
read in transactions, and receive immediate replies from the processor.

The most common high-speed output medium is magnetic tape, since
it has the same desirable features for writing that it does for reading.

High-speed printers that print 500 to 1000 full lines of alphanumeric characters per minute are now commonplace.
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STORED PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND SYSTEMS DESIGN

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

STORED PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND SYSTEMS DESIGN

OBJECTIVE:

To illustrate what comprises a program,
how instructions are used to develop a
program and how block diagrams are constructed and used.

TIME:

60 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead Projector

Transparencies

Magnetized Symbols (Available from Training Aids
Library, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.)

Pointer
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STORED PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND SYSTEMS DESIGN

This class session concerns stored program concepts and systems
design.

You will learn what comprises a program, how instructions are

used to develop a program, and how block diagrams are constructed and
used.
(HYPOTHETICAL SITUATION

—

ADP EQUIPMENT READY TO GO BUT

—

NO PROGRAM)

Before that, however, let us visualize one moment in the very near
future when a new computer system is installed.

The processor with its

"on-line" input and output devices, its external storage devices and its

communications units have been checked out by the manufacturer's technicians
and the system is ready to go.

All that is required is for the power unit

to be turned on.

The high speed storage unit is standing by to receive data from
input units (magnetic tape and/or punched card readers.)

The control unit

is ready to direct the flow of data through the system and to initiate the

desired arithmetical or logical operations.
is prepared to

The arithmetic and logic unit

perform multiplication, division, addition and subtraction

operations as required.

It is ready to compare data to determine greater

than, less than or equal to relationships.

We know our input devices are ready to move data quickly into the
high-speed processor.
the form we desire.

Our output devices are ready to furnish output in

We have established a means to collect data about

events as they occur, and we have translated those events into symbols,
and we have recorded those symbols as data.

We have converted that data

into processable form by keypunching and verifying it, or maybe we put it

I

'

'

.
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cm magnetic tape, so that it is ready for read-in to our processor, by
nailing, by messenger, or by transmitting it over a telephone circuit via
the transceiver to the processor.

Remember, that if we have transmitted

data from one location to another over some form of electrical or electronic circuit such as wire, cable or microwave, it has been at a low,

intermediate or high transmission rate.
it was a low capacity transmission.

If it was a telegraph circuit,

The teletypewriter transmits punched

paper tape at the rate of six to ten characters per second.
If it was cable transmission utilizing telephone circuits, it had

an intermediate capacity of transmission.

Data on punched cards can be

transmitted and received via the transceiver at the rate of 12 per minute.
If it was a microwave transmission it had a high capacity of trans-

mission up to several thousand characters per second.
If our input-output devices were connected directly to the processor,

they were "on-line," and "off-line" if not connected directly to the processor.

Perhaps some of our data came from porto-punch

—

a device for

manually punching holes in cards by means of a stylus and specially perforated cards.

Perhaps some came from mark sense cards, where a machine senses the

presence of a special graphite pencil mark in each card column.

Perhaps

it came from a paper tape converter, an "off-line" device which converts

input data recorded on paper tape into punched- cards
In any event, our data has ended up at a card reader, an "on-line"

device used for read-in of the input data to the processor, or at a magnetic
tape unit xchich is to read-in our data.

,

.
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On the output end, our printer is ready to provide a permanent

visual record of data from the computer system.
It doesn't make any difference whether we have printwhcel printer

which is equipped with 120 rotary print wheels or a wire matrix printer
which records characters as dots to print out 120 characters per line
at a rate of 500 to 1000 lines per minute, or a chain printer consisting

of a horizontally moving chain of alpha, numeric, and special characters,
or a typewriter printer similar to the ones used manually, but printing
at a speed of 600 characters per minute, or a print drum printer consisting

of a continuously rotating cylinder with raised characters arranged in

bands around the rim of the cylinder.

We are ready to print out.

Our card punch output devices are con-

nected to and controlled by the processor for "on-line" output and are
ready for action.

Also at the ready are our interrogating typewriters,

a remote "on-line" inquiry device used to obtain information from addressable

bulk storage.

In short, our ADP system is ready to go.

The ribbon cutting

official is present with the symbolic shears which will trigger off the power

supply to the system.

All stations are manned, the speech is made, the

ribbon is cut, the power supply is turned on and the console operator
pushes the appropriate start button.

NOTHING HAPPENS

1UI

NO RESPONSE

l'.'.'

except that the typewriter at the console is hammering away a message while
the operator is frantically pushing the start button.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)

THE PRINTED MESSAGE?????
"Dear Operator
iav

—

I cannot function

internal storage.

without the necessary instructions in

Please postpone your ribbon cutting cereiaony until
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such time as you have read-in your required programs ."
Of course, this is stretching the imagination quite a bit.

could never happen here.

This

But we chose this method to review our system

and to emphasize the fact that the computer acts upon instructions created

by man and that man is still the controlling factor in man versus machine.

You just don't push a button, whistle, and get your answer.

program your requirements so the machine can understand them.

You*ve got to
After input

data is read-in to the processor, the processor takes over the complete
processing and the preparation of results.

However, the procedural steps

that are to take place within the processor must be defined precisely in

terms of operations that the system can perform.
as an instruction to the computer.

Each step must be written

An instruction then is a unit of specific

information of an operation located in main storage.

In automatic data pro-

cessing systems, instructions are stored internally in main storage and the

system has access to the instructions at electronic speeds.
such instructions is called stored programs .

feature of automatic data processing

—

A series of

This is the distinguishing

this ability to store instructions

and programs internally, and to change them at will without stopping pro-

cessing.
( PROGRAMS

AMD BAM SYSTEM)

You see before you an IBM electronic accounting machine panel board.

The wored panel board represents a series of instructions to an EAM machine.

Back in the early 1950* s a systems program consisted of a series of these

wired panel boards, one for each EAM machine used in the processing.
wires represent the various instructions to the machine.

machines and many, many wired panel boards.

The

There were several

For example, the EAM listing
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machine or printer would use one panel board for running a personnel listing,
another panel board for a supply inventory report, and still another for a
fiscal accounting report.

So you take each machine (and there are quite a

few), add a wired panel board for individual instructions, and you end up

with a wired panel board library.

Mow, in an electronic data processing

system these Instructions can be stored internally in main storage.
wires *• no more boards

—

Ho more

more flexibility and far more capacity.

Remember that the computer is directed to perform each of its opera*
tlons by an instruction

storage.

—

a unit of specific information located in main

This information is interpreted by the processor as an operation

to be performed.

You recall that each instruction consists of at least two parts:
1.

An operation part that designates read, write, add, sub-

tract, compare, move data, and so on.
2.

An operand that designates the address of the information

that 13 needed for the specified operation.
In some computers, instructions have two address portions.
(THE BASIC INSTRUCTION)

(BOARD WORK)

Let's consider a 2 address 10 character instruction.

5 Q

<-

Address

Bfl$>iC

ftDDRtSS

INSTRUCTION-

-6
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= Operation code of one character which identifies the operation of

command, e.g., R (READ)

—

—

W (WRITE)

M

(MOVE)

—

C (COMPARE)

—

T (TRANSFER)

N

Consists of one character to indicate
5 characters:
1.

3

a count, e.g.,

M (MOVE)

a symbol, e.g., T (CONDITIONAL TRANSFER OF CONTROL)

execute next instruction:

R (READ)

«

an input-output device symbol, e.g.,

read from TAPE UNIT #3, W (WRITE) 4 • write to TAPE

UNIT #4.
The operand further defines the function of the operation.

For example:

"A" Address s Consists of four characters and refers to access from

a specific location in HSM, e.g.,

M (MOVE) 4 8000

move 4 characters from storage located in 8000.
"B" Address = Consists of four characters and refers to destination
in storage, e.g.,

M

(MOVE) 4 8000 8600

move four

characters from storage located in 8000 to location
8600 .

Because all instructions use the same storage media as data, they

must be represented in the same form of coding.

Instructions are usually

fixed in length.
In general, there are no particular areas of storage reserved for
the instructions only.

In most instances they are grouped together and

placed in ascending sequential locations in the normal order in which they
are to be executed by the computer.

The normal sequence of computer operation in a complete program is
as follows:

The computer locates the first instruction by looking in a

•
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pre-determined location of storage assigned for this program.
instruction is executed.
and executes it.

This first

The computer then locates the next instruction

This process continues automatically, instruction by

instruction, until the program is completed or until the computer is in-

structed to stop.

How do

v;e

get instructions into internal storage?

Using the basic instruction form of 10 characters, the instructions
are punched on cards, and the cards are then read-in to the processor or

the card reader.

Cards are read-in to the processor for internal storage.

They may be also recorded on a magnetic tape for faster read-in when required •
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #2)

Let us look at this transparency of a magnetic core array comparable
to the HSM storage unit in the processor and see hov the instructions enter

internal storage.

Remember that each character can represent a numeral,

a letter or a symbol.

Each character consists of seven bits.

A is punched on the cards

as an

The letter

A and upon read-in to the processor

converted to machine language or bits.

is

The bits are translated into elec-

trical pulses which change the polarity of each magnetic core for each bit

represented here, by a plus for the one bit and a minus for the zero bit.
Thus the transfer into storage is similar for each character of the in-

struction until the entire instruction is in storage.

Each subsequent in-

struction is transferred in the same manner until the entire program is
stored.

There are processors today which can transfer a ten character in-

struction simultaneously or in parallel.

Now we are back to our ribbon cutting ceremony.
are stored, input data can now be processed.

Once the instructions

Data is supplied via an input

.

:

.
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device and is transferred into Main Storage in the same manner.

Now let's turn our attention to the program

—

that is, the as-

sembly of instructions in logical order.

The firsc seep in program preparation ic a complete analysis of the

machine method and the procedure, either existing or proposed.

This analy-

sis is normally accomplished by developing flow charts and block diagrams,

because most data processing applications involve a large number of alternatives, choices and exceptions.
It ic difficult to state these possibilities verbally or in

form.

written

Thus, the systems analyst finds uses for many types of pictorial

representations, including form layouts, control panel diagrams, manpower
loading charts, and so on.

The two representations to be discussed here

are the flow chart and the block diagram.

A flow chart,

is a graphic representation of the data processing

system in which information from source documents is converted to final
documents.

A flow chart provides a picture of the data processing appli-

cation from the standpoint of what is to be accomplished.

Such a picture

gives primary emphasis to the documents involved and secondary emphasis
to the work stations through which they pass.

A block diagram is a

graphic representation of the procedures by which data are processed

within a system.

In this picture the emphasis is on the operations and

decisions necessary to complete the process.

To summarize:

a flow chart shows what job is to be done; a block

diagram shows how a job is done.
Tlie

analyst needs a method to communicate so standardized symbols

have been developed to use In block diagramming .

Through the use of tem-

plates, symbols are drawn to represent clerical functions, machines and
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functions, data processing systems and functions, and types of documents.

We will be primarily concerned in this class with block diagramming,
although the 2 terms
in practice.

—

flow charting and B.D.

—

are used interchangeably

If you will refer to your handout, we will learn the most

commonly used standard symbols by which block diagramming is accomplished.
(DESCRIBE THE SYMBOLS)

Let's take a problem

—

let's say we had a file of items identified

by stock number, and we had certain transactions which we wanted to add
to the file.

These files are on tape, and we have master tape which

con**

tains all items, and a transaction tape which contains all transactions.

We want to update this file to show ail transactions.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #3)

(tf/\STER

f

TR A A/5
J

j

Com pare

MAST TRANS
'.

Now that the class is familiar with some of the symbols used in

block diagramming, let's see how these symbols are used in developing a
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block diagram flow.

We know that a block diagram is a bird's eye of step-

by-step operations of a procedure, so let's take a hypothetical nrobleia
and flow the desired operations in the sequence that they occur.

We have a file of items identified by stock number.
the master file of all items of inventory.

Thi3 file is

The other file is a transaction

file which we want to add to the master file to reflect the current status

of each item of inventory for which there is a transaction.

The stock num-

bers of each file are compared and the updated record is written on a third
tape.

Why a third tape?

FIRST REASON

—

There are two very good reasons.

In an ADPS we have safeguarding system for all file main-

It's called the son- father-grandfather concept and when related

tenance.

to systems files it means that the:

—

SON FILE is the most current file in any specific program.

"" FATHER FILE is the next oldest file which was used to develop

the son file.

—

GRANDFATHER FILE is the next oldest file which was used to
develop the father file,

wow, using this relationship, you can sec how it's easy to develop

the current iile should it become erased or damaged.

The FATHER FILES,

in this case the master and transaction files, could be compared to-

gether again to produce another SON FILE.

The same action would apply

in event the FATHER FILE was destroyed and/or damaged.

The GRANDFATHER

FILES -would be utilized to produce the FATHER FILE.
SECOND REASON

—

Recall from your previous session on magnetic tape storage

what happens to the old information when new information is being written
on the tape.

The old information is erased by electrical impulses as the
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This erasure would destroy what previous

new information is being written.

information was stored on the tape and would be lost forever.

So you uow

see why it's necessary to write-in the updated record on the third tape.

How that we have this point cleared, let's continue with our hypothetical
problem.
Let us see what a record is

Our records on each tape will consist

.

of 14 characters* where the stock number is represented by four characters,
the name is represented by five characters and the quantity is represented

by five characters, e.g.,
(BOARD WORK)

5TOCK

4

NO.

/VA v t
/

l

3

5

Let's review the steps which make up a file.

We know that it takes

seven bits to form a character, it takes a group of related characters to
form an iten, it takes a group of related items to form a record, and it
takes a group of related records to form a file.

Right now we will take

the first record from our transection file and it may read like this.
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STOCK NUMBER
4
OCOl

TRANSACTION

NAME

QUANTITY

5

5

CLOCK

OOOOl

Our first record from our master file may read like this.

MASTER

0001

CLOCK

00500

Now whan wo compared these two records, our updated master record
would read like this.
NEW MASTER

0001

This is exactly what we want to block diagram.

CLXK

00501

So let's use our symbols

to draw the step-by-step operation flow as they must occur in order to

provide detailed instructions to the processor.

HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #4)

Our Hypothetical Problem is to update a master stock record file.

We have been limited to 100 positions of core storage or memory located
in our make-believe computer.
7

Our magnetic core array will consist of

matrices, each matrix having a 10 hit by 10 bit core storage capacity.
Our input data will be contained on a master magnetic tape file and

a transaction magnetic tape file.

Each file is in a sequential order,

that is, we start with the lowest stock number and continue progressively
to the next highest stock number until the end of the file.

We

V.now that

the transaction file has been sorted, that it contains all the receipts

for one day's transactions, and that the receipts have been consolidated
to reflect the total day's receipts for each stock number.

Since our trans-

actions are receipts, we know that our only arithmetical computation will be
to add each transaction receipt to each comparable master inventory record.
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Each record in the file consists of 14 characters, and we have one
record per block recorded on the respective magnetic tape file.

Each

record is divided to allow for 4 characters to represent the stock number,
to allow for 5 characters to represent the name, and to allow for 5

We will leave our Hypothetical

characters to represent the quantity.

Problem on the screen while we build our block diagram.

We may need to

refer to it.
(BUILD BLOCK DIAGRAM ON BLACKBOARD USING MAGNETIZED SYMBOLS)

Remember that each block diagram must have a start and that our
Hypothetical Problem concerns one of the many operational phases of the
program, STOCK RECORDS MAINTENANCE.

Therefore, the start symbol is re-

flected in the beginning of the program and we will not be concerned with
it at this point of the operation flow.

As I build this block diagram on

the board, I recommend that you draw your own flow of the operations using
the same symbols as I do on the board.

Save this block diagram for use in

the next session of the Hypothetical Computer.

Our Hypothetical Problem involves the comparison of stock numbers,

whether the stock numbers are equal to each other, whether one stock number
is greater than the other stock number, or whether one stock number is

less than the stock number.

In building our block diagram, we must recog-

nize that these conditions will exist and that we will have to provide for
an operational flow to take care of each condition.

We also know that the

block diagram should be in a straight flow in the sequence of the operations
as they occur.

With this in mind, let us flow chart one of the compare

conditions which is most likely to provide us quickly with a bird's eye

view of the majority of the operations.

If we start with the condition
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that the stock numbers to be compared are equal, then we will be able to

record the flow of the main operations.

Since these operations will be-

come instructions to the computer, let us number each operation in the

sequence that it occurs in order to maintain identity and continuity in
the operational flow.

OPERATION #1

.

Our first operation then will be to read the first

record from our transaction file.

Draw the symbol for a magnetic tape
i

(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD), insert the abbreviations RD for read,

TRAN for transaction, and identify the operation by placing the numeral
alongside the symbol.

1,

These abbreviations will help us identify the

specific operation in the diagram.

I'll record the stoclc number of the

first transaction on the board as TRAN 0001 to facilitate our understanding

of the numerical comparison.

OPERATION #2 .

The next logical operation would likely be to read

a record from the master file.

However, this is wron;* for

processor to identify an end of file symbol on the tape.

x;e

must tell the

If you'll re-

member from a previous session, a magnetic file tape would contain such
an end-of-file symbol, which would cause the processor to stop the tape

upon recognition to prevent its running off the spool.

Since we want the

processor to do exactly that, our second operation would be a diamond-shaped
symbol

^v

_

(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)
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to represent a decision that the processor oust ualce

and identify the operation as number 2.

«*. ^ratiou

diagram flow.

U

is this or is this

Eater the abbreviation EF re represent End-Of-File

not the End-Of-File?

n

—

and iasart th.

Draw a line connecting Operation

arr^ead

[

to Indicat.

This It not the end*of-fila "or our purposes right now since

wo are trying to establish the main flow of our diagram.
OPERATION #3 .
our master file.

Now our next operation la road the first record from

Drat? the symbol for

a magnetic tape

(
(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

"\

/^

R°

\^

A

ST

~z

)

J

insert the abbreviations RD for READ, TRAM for TRANSACTION, identify the

operation as number 3, and connect operation 2 with operation 3 with a
directional flow line.

Now, I'll record the first stock number from our

master file on the board as MAST 0001 .

QPCATION #4 .

Our next operation would be what?

End-Of-File symbol on the magnetic tape.

To recognize an

Since this is the same decision

that we had for the transaction tape, let's draw the decision symbol,
:

F

>

(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

insert the abbreviation EF for End-Of»File, identify the operation a3

number 4 and draw the directional flow line from operation 3 to operation 4.
OPERATION #5 .

Now, what have we got?

We have the first record from

our transaction file whose stock number is 0001 and we have the first record

from our master file whose stock number is 0001 .

We now have to direct the

processor to compare the transaction stock number with the master stock
number.

So let's do this by drawing the decision symbol,

5

^iftsrN

(PLACE MACE1ETI2ED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

insert the abbreviations MAST:TRAN , identify the operation as number 5

and draw the directional flow line from Operation 4 to Operation 5.

OPERATION #6 ,

Since the main flow of our diagram concerns equality

of numbers, and our first master stock number is equal to the first trans-

action number, the processor must be directed to perform one calculation
of addition.

Add the quantity from the transaction record to the quantity

on the master record.

Add
£ A

Draw your symbol for computer operation

2
(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

L(L

insert the abbreviations ADD

1

CALC to represent ADD ONE CALCULATION,

identify the operation as number 6, and draw your directional flow line

from Operation 5 to Operation 6.

Now that we have provided for an addition of quanti-

OPERATION #7 .

ties, our next operation is to record the sum, the first stock number and

name to the new master file which will be our updated master file.

do that.

Let's

Draw the symbol for a magnetic tape

^

(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

]

MA6T
insert the abbreviations UR MAST for WRITE MASTER, identify the operation
as number 7, and draw the directional flow line from operation number 6
to operation number 7.

DISCUSSION .

What we have here is a block diagram of the computer

operations involved in processing one record from each input file to

obtain an updated master file when the record identification is equal.
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However, without any other flow lines and operations, the computer would
not be able to perform the next operation.

It must be instructed to

perform the subsequent operations even if they repeat themselves.

It

would be very time consuming to draw another diagram with the same operations.

So, in order that the computer can continue processing, we'll draw

the next operation.

OPERATION #8 ,

After writing the updated master, the processor is

now directed to read the next record from the transaction tape.
draw a directional flow line from Operation Number
and identify it as Operation Number 8.

7 to

So let's

Operation Number

1

We have formed a loop in the

processing flow and as long as the record from the transaction tape is
equal to the record from the master tape the processor can perform these

operations without stopping.

DISCUSSION .

What are we going to do for those odd ball situations

when the records are not equal?

Remember, I told you that we will have to

consider these conditions of inequalities.

Let's tackle a specific case

where the stock number of the master record is less than the stock number
of the transaction record.

For example, the first 10 records from each

file were equal, that is, the stock numbers were in a consecutive sequence

and the processor was able to perform one operation after the other and

update the master file.

Let us say that the stock number of the next

record read- in from our transaction tape was TRAN 0012 and that the stock

number of the next record read- in from our master tape was MAST 0011 .

In

this case the master stock number is less than the stock number from our

transaction record.

What does this mean?

It means that we've come across
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a record In our master file for which there was no transaction recorded;
and since this is a condition which will occur whenever the master stock

record file is updated, we must make provisions to take care of this situation.

The unmatched record on the master file is part of the stock

inventory and it cannot be erased and must be recorded on the updated

master file.

So let's draw the necessary operations and flow lines to do

just this.

OPERATION #9 .

Up to this point, we have read-in one record from

the transaction file whose stock number is 0012; this was not the End-Of-

File and we have read-in one record from our master file whose stock

number is 0011

;

this was not the End-Of-File.

The stock numbers are

compared and the master 3tock number 0011 is less than the transaction
stock number 0012.

Let's draw a flow line from operation number 5 where

this comparison is made and insert these abbreviations and symbol

which means that the master file record is less than the transaction file
record.

Draw a flow line downward and draw the symbol for a magnetic tape

(PLACE MAGNETIZED SYMBOL ON BOARD)

insert the abbreviations WR MAST for WRITE MASTER and identify the operation
as number 9.
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OPERATION #10 .

Up to this point, we have recorded the master record,

stock number 0011 , on the updated master file.

We still have our trans-

action record, stock number 0012 , to be compared with the next record of
our master file.

To direct the processor to the next operation, "read

next record from master file,"

—

what must be done?

We draw an operational

flow line from operation 9, "write updated master file," to operation

number 3, "read record from master file," and identify this operation as
number 10.

DISCUSSION .

Now, we have two operation loops working for us.

loop to process records whose stock numbers equal each other.

One

The other

loop to process records where the master stock number is less than the

transaction stock number.

Here we have a continuity of operations evolving

about an e qual to condition and a less than condition.

But how about

the greater than condition when the stock number of the master record is

greater than the stock number of the transaction record?

Let us assume

that we have compared records through stock numbers 0025 and that the next

record read-in from the transaction file reads stock number 0020 and the

next record read-in from the master file reads stock number 0026 .

Here,

we have an unequal comparison which indicates to us that something is
drastically wrong in our transaction file.

The record is obviously out

of sequence and if read- in and compared previously, it could be a dupli-

cation, or a record not consolidated in with the other 0020 transaction

records, or it could be an error in the stock number.

Whatever it is, we

know it's an error and should such a condition occur during processing,

we want the computer to stop operating, if for no other purpose than to
accelerate the completion of this HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM.
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OPERATION #11 ,

Let's go to our flow diagram, to Operation #5, where

the compare decision is made between the stock number in the record of the

master file and the stock number in the record of the transaction file.
The decision is that the stock number of the master record is greater than
the stock number of the transaction record.

Draw a right to left flow

line from the decision symbol and insert the characters

above it, e.g.,

M

^-

the stop symbol

T

/^

(STOP

<

j\
\

f^\

-^ T~~

.

Draw another flow line downward and draw

.

Insert the word STOP , identify the opera-

tion as number 11 and draw the arrowhead symbol to the end of the flow line
at STOP .

DISCUSSION .

There is yet another condition when it occurs that we

want the processor to STOP .
file tape.

symbol.

It's the End-Of-File symbol on the magnetic

Draw the right to left and downward flow lines to the STOP

We have completed our block diagram and have before us a bird's

eye view of the step-by-step operations to solve our HYPOTHETICAL PROBLEM
to update the master stock record file.

Each numbered operation is con-

sidered an instruction to the processor and the total of eleven (11) instructions represents this portion of the program which will be read-in
to the processor.

The instructions are handwritten on a programmer's

prescribed format from which cards are keypunched and verified.

The cards

are then put into the card reader which reads in the instructions to the

processor for transfer into high speed memory storage.
questions?

Are there any
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SUI1KARY .

We have learned that the capability of storing programs

internally is a distinguishing feature of an automatic data processing
system.

Programs consist of instructions which are units of specific

information of an operation and are located in main storage in the processor.

They are grouped together and transferred into main storage in

the sequence that they are to be executed by the processor.

The processor

selects and executes these instructions in the sequence of the operations
that are to be performed.

The order of execution may be varied by special

instructions in the program to take care of pre -determined condition of

data or device within the system.
An instruction consists of two (2) parts.

The first part is the

operating code which identifies the operation to be performed in terms of
a command, e.g., R (READ), W (WRITE), M (MOVE)

.

The second part is the

operand which designates the address of the data that is needed for the
specified operation.

The basic instruction for the RCA 3301 processor

consists of ten (10) characters.

The left most character of the basic

instruction is reserved for the operating code.

The next character

represents the "N" Code which is used as a supplement to the operating
code to indicate a count, a symbol, or an input-output device.

The next

four (4) characters are assigned to the "A" ADDRESS which refers to

access from a specific location in main storage.

The last four (4)

characters are assigned to the "B" ADDRESS which refers to a specific

destination in main storage.

The number of addresses to a basic instruction

and the number of characters to a basic instruction depend on the capability

and design of the automatic data processing system used.

Some systems
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utilize a single address instruction while multiple address computers may
use as many as four addresses for each instruction.

Instructions are

transferred to main storage either "serially" (character by character
sequence) or in parallel (the entire instruction at each time cycle of the

processor.)
Programs must be charted to facilitate their assembly in terms of

instructions or operations.

Standardized symbols are used as an aid in

systems design and operation flow.

These symbols may represent clerical

functions, machines and related functions, data processing systems and
functions, and types of documents.

The pictorial representation developed

through use of these symbols result in a flow chart or block diagram.
flow chart shows what job is to be done.
job is done.

A

A block diagram shows how the

A block diagram shows the flow of the operations in the

sequence that they are performed.

Each operation is translated by the

programmer as an instruction to the processor and is handwritten on
prescribed program format for conversion into punched-cards by keypunch and
key verify operations.

The entire program, composed of these instructions

grouped in the sequence of the operations that are to be performed, is
read-in to the computer in main storage location and becomes an internally
stored program.
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PROGRAMMING

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

PROGRAMMING

OBJECTIVE:

To describe procedure for writing a Program,

TIME:

60 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead Projector

Nine Transparencies

Pointer

Four (4) Handouts

Large Program Record (Available from Training Aids
Library, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.
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PROGRAMMING

This session, like most of the others, will take you back for a
By this time, all of you are well acquainted

short refresher course.

with "high speed memory" and its make-up.

It is well to look once again

at this Important element before going further.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)

This is one position of core storage.

Note the wire extending

north and south, and the wire extending east and west

—

each carries

enough current to create 1/2 the amount needed to activate the core.

When both wires are activated at the same time, the sensory wire can then
read out the information being held in this storage area.

(DRAW PICTURE

ON BLACKBOARD OF SEVERAL CORES WITH LINES ACTIVATING ONLY ONE.)

notice the diagram indicates

activated condition when a

condition when a

"

"

or

"
" -

(

|

or-

)

(

1

or

)

The core is in an

.

f " or " 1 " is present, and in a
" is

Uou will

dormant

present.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #2)

Here you have represented several layers or planes or core.
will note that this represents one hundred positions of core storage

Count the data

—

—

also, note there are seven layers

bits (binary digits) are required for each character.

your punched-card

—

it is in the Hollerith code.

You

—

remember, seven

Take a look at

When they are read, an

encoder converts this code into binary so that it is usable, and then if
a punched-card output is desired, the binary is translated back to the

—

Hollerith.

Magnetic tape is written in binary

necessary.

Here is a transparency showing the coded binary form of several

so there is no translation
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standard characters.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #3)

Notice all are combinations of

1

—

and

no two are identical.

When we write our program or instructions for our hypothetical
computer we will be using 100 positions of core

—

so keep the transparency

that showed the seven planes of 100 positions of core storage in mind as we

go along.

We also need to take a look at the organization of data and the
computer instruction format.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #4)

Take another look at your 80 column card.

A

0?

Any letter from A to Z, any number from

That is a character.

or any one of 28 special symbols

most computers.

What do you see in column 1?

(7-,

?,

*) are recognizable characters to

An item is a group of related characters.

are familiar with a labor distribution card.

civilian, has a number

—

to 9,

I

low

many of you

Every person, military or

either man number or serial number.

The numerical

characters that compose these identification numbers are called items.

Each one is a unique arrangement to identify one, and one, only, person.

A record

is a group of related items

—

•

a labor distribution card is a

record

—

work.

The stock status balance card is a record.

record.

it tells job, rate, hours, etc., all relating to one person's

A file is a group of related records.

Your paycheck is a

Information contained on

tape is a record form also.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #5)

This is a general representation of the organization of records on

magnetic tape.

The first item is a beginning of tape label, which contains
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the file number and file name, followed by a gap.

with no writing on it."

A gap is just "an area

This happens because the tape station cannot

instantaneously achieve maximum speed which is necessary before reading
and writing occurs.

Next is the tape label which may contain the file

number, file name, creation date, retention date and any other desired

information followed by a gap, then a record, and a gap.

This record is

like the records we will use later in the programming problem.

Records

and gaps are alternated until the end of file indicator is reached.

This

just signifies the end of file and is followed by a gap and another label.

This end-of-file label contains the file number, a record count, a block
count, and a hash total (control count).

label generally follow.

A gap and another end-of-file

If this is the end of all data on the tape a

gap and end of data label will follow, however, if there is more information
it will be recorded as above before the end of data label is recorded.

last item on the tape is an end of tape, window or indicator.

mechanical device to signify the physical end of the tape.

The

This is a

All of the

foregoing are built in safety devices.
The machine instruction format is next.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #6)

Please keep in mind that the instruction is vital in that it controls the
computer.

As you have been told previously, the computer is just a big,

flexible idiot with an amazing ability to follow directions quickly.

If

the human writing the instructions gives a command to the printer to space

up until a certain indicator is sensed, and the human forgot to set up the

indicator, the computer would space paper through the printer with a speed
that will amaze you, no, terrify you

—

before you can get your finger on
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the right button to stop it.

The computer will search for the indicator

until there is no paper left in the printer.

tinguish between right and wrong

must be cautious

—

—

The computer can not dis-

so the human instructing the computer

the human who is to receive the computer's output can

and will tell you if it's wrong.

Instructions must be given the computer in a prescribed format.
First, the operation code which tells the computer "what to do."

EXAMPLES).

—

Then, we have the "N" code

—

(GIVE

this is an extremely useful code

for it has the ability to modify the instructions

—

it can limit the

number of characters involved in a move or compare operation, or indicate
the results of a previous compare

—

high, low, or equal, or it can

indicate which input/output device is to be used.
code very much in our programming problem.

We will use the "N"

The "A" address gives the

memory location we are beginning with or working "from"

—

the "B" address

gives the location "to."
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #7)

Problem:

we have a Master Inventory Tape Record consisting of

4 character stock #, 5 character description, and 5 character quantity.

The master record is to be up-dated by a transaction tape of the same
format, and a new master tape is to be written in the same format.

The

master tape is in ascending sequence, transaction tape is in ascending
sequence.

The transaction tape contains receipts only and does not contain

any records that do not match the master tape.

Sequence of both records

is stock #.

(SHOW TRANSPARENCIES #8 AND #9)
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Explain the computers repetoire of Instructions using instruction
Code the problem on a large program record and have the

sheet handout.

students write along.

Make sure each instruction is carefully explained

as it is written.

Hand out solutions to problem.

SUMMARY:

Again
human beings.

I

would like to emphasize that computers are the servants of

They can do only what we tell them to do and their output

can only be as accurate as the information given them.

questions on this session?

Are there any

6

4
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CARD CODING SCHEME
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SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTIONS

,

Instruction
Read

Write

N

Device
Number
(Address)

Device
Number
(Address)

A

Remarks

B

HSM address of
First character

HSM address of
last character

To be read

To be read

HSM address of
First character
To be written

Card Reader
N-0
Paper Tape
N-l
Reader
Magnetic Tape 1-R N-2, 3, A, 5, 6, or

HSM address of
Last character
To be writ

Card Punch
Paper tape
Punch
Magnetic tape
Printer L-R

ter.

1

Move

Compare

Conditional
Transfer of
Control

Number of
Characters
To be moved

HSM address of
Le£t-most charac-

Up to 35

Moved

Number of
Characters
To be compared up to

HSM address of
First operand
Left-most character to be

ter to be

35

Compared

Compared

N-0, none
N-l, PRI
N-2, EF/ED

HSM address of
Next instruction

HSM address of
Next instruction

N-l,
PRI is + N-2,
EF/ED present

if:

HSM address of
Destination

ter to be

I

N-0

1

1-9

i

j

j

if:

HSM address of
Second operand
Left-most charac-

A-Z
L-R

b

N-0
N-l
N-2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or

No move
up to nine characters
to 35 characters

operand

is

subtracted from

A operand starting at the

left-

most character terminating at
Inequality of N-0 setting the
PRI

N-l and PRI is zero, next instruction
is

executed

N-l,

- N-2,
EF/ED not present

PRI is

Not req'd.

HSM address of
next instruction
to be executed

Not req'd.

Transfers "A" register to "P"
Register

Halt

Not req'd.

HSM address of
next instruction
after start

Not req'd.
Can be used
For coding

Transfers "A" register to "P"
Register if start is depressed

Add

Number of
Characters
In operands
Include
Sign position

HSM address of
Sign position
Of augend and
Sum

HSM address of
Sign Position
Of addend

R-L sign of sum is algebraically
correct

HSM address of

HSM address of
Sign position
Of subtrahend

R-L

Not req'd.

Causes tape to completely rewind

(up to 35)

Number of
Characters
In operands
Include
Sign position

Sign position
Of minuend and
Difference

(up to 35)

Rewind

Dev ice
Number
(Address)
2,3,4,5.6,
or

Not req'd.

H

MM

7

N-8

Transfer
Control

Subtract

7
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MMNETXC CORE
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MAGNETIC CORE MATRIX
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ORGANIZATION OF DATA
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROBLEM
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HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER

COURSE:

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

SESSION TITLE:

HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER

OBJECTIVE:

To describe the internal operations of a computer.

TIME:

105 minutes

TRAINING AIDS
REQUIRED:

Overhead projector and 5 transparencies

Pointer

3 Handouts

Large program record (Available from Training Aids
Library, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.)

Computer board (Available from Training Aids Library,
MCAS, Cherry Point, N. E.)
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HYPOTHETICAL COMPUTER

To describe the internal operations of a computer, we must know the
language that the computer understands.

This is known as the absolute

machine language.
1.

Let's review some of the terms used in the last session.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #1)
a.

In our hypothetical computer we will use a 6 character

instruction.
(1)

The first character of the instruction is the

"operation code."

2.

a.

(2)

The next character is referred to as the "N" character.

(3)

The next to characters are the "A" operand and,

(4)

The next two characters are the "B" operand.

THE OPERATION CODE or command (1) character, tells the

computer what operation to perform.

Some examples are:

Read a card
Punch a card

Write a line
Read magnetic tape

Write magnetic tape
Compare A to B
Hove A to B
Add A to B

Go to A if PRI set
b.

The (PRI) (previous results indicator) is an indicator in

the hardware which shows the results of a previous operation such as
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positive, negative or 9 results after arithmetic operation or high, low or

equal after a comparison operation.
c.

The "N" character is used to limit the operation code, or to

designate an input unit address, for example:
(1)

In a move operation the "N" character can specify the

number of characters to be moved.
(2)

When using a read or write operation the "N" character

would indicate the particular 1/0 unit to be activated.

Example:

Tape station #4
Reader #1
Printer #1
(3)

When testing for existing conditions the "N" character

specifies the condition.
d.

The A operand specifies the A address or memory location from.

The 8 operand specifies the B address or memory location to.
Example:

The contents of

Move

A

to

B

Compare

A

to

B

Add

A

to

B

or in the case of a transfer of control, the A and B operands will specify

where the next instruction to be executed is located:

Example:

CTC 25,

if condition met, if not, go to 46 (instruction located at).
e.

Refer to previous handout of instructions to be used with

the hypothetical computer.
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During the last session you wrote a program using symbolic language,
today ve will use the absolute machine language.

Notice that the operation codes in absolute language are

1

character

codes.

Absolute machine language is the only language that a computer can
use as instructions.

Symbolic languages must always be converted to

absolute prior to being used by the machine.
f.

TIONS.

We will be using the following instructions.

(LIST INSTRUC-

READ, WRITE, ADD, etc.)

Our master file is on magnetic tape.

Notice that each record

contains three (3) items.
1.

A

(4) character stock number.

2.

A

(5) character description.

3.

A

(5) character quantity.

For a total of fourteen (14) characters.

This means that we must allocate

14 positions of our computer memory for each input area.
(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #3)

The master inventory tape file is to be up-dated by a transaction
tape of the same format, and a new master tape is to be written in the same
format.

The master tape and transaction tape are in ascending sequence
stock number.

The transaction tape contains receipts only and does not contain
any records that do not match the master tape.

Flow chart of problem:

.
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Tapes 3 and 2 will be retained as history; this provides a method
for reconstruction of the output should the need arise.

The "input" history is called father, grandfather, etc.

The "output" file is called son.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

(SHOW TRANSPARENCY #4)

EXPLAIN EACH STEP IN THE DIAGRAM.
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS, CLARIFY.
II.
1.

Introduce the hypothetical computer
a.

Explain it's memory, size and addressing scheme. (00 thru 99)

b.

Explain reason for * areas.

c.

Explain that hand-written program would be converted to

punched cards for actual loading into memory, or on a program of this small
size we could key in the instructions from a keyboard.
d.

Explain that larger computers like the 3301 use a 10

character address.

This is due to the fact that 4 characters are required

in each of the operands to take care of the capacity of the memory.

N 0000 ZZ99
2.

Now let's write the program in absolute machine language.
a*

Class participation.

b.

Instructor use (LARGE PROGRAM RECORD) and (COMPUTER BOARD).

c.

Set up data working areas first.

Our hypothetical computer has a memory of 100 positions.
two inputs and each input contains 14 characters.

We have

Let's set aside memory
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locations 99 through 86 for our transaction record input, and memory
locations 85 through 72 for our master record input.

* REMEMBER IN THE

FILM DATA AND INSTRUCTIONS MUST BE KEPT SEPARATE IN COMPUTER MEMORY.
d.

Write Program.

Keep track of HSM locations.

Leave A and B

operands blank on transfer instructions until position in storage has been

determined.

Explain that this would be very difficult in an actual program.

* MOVE PROGRAM INTO STORAGE AND EXPLAIN.
e.

Give some advantages of using symbolic programming.

(Symbolic operations, symbolic labels, storage allocation, loading.)

III.
1.

Explain computer registers .
a.

Registers control the sequence of events in a computer.

b.

All computer are not alike in their register design and

operation but they all accomplish the same thing.
c.

There are always two phases required for each instruction

cycle.

Access and execution

ACCESS

—

During the access phase the instruction is read into

the instruction registers.

EXECUTION

—

After the instruction is read into the registers it

is interpreted and the operation is executed.

(UNVEIL RIGHT HAND SIDE OF

MOBILE BOARD).

IV.

The registers in our hypothetical computer are:
a.

Arithmetic Unit

—

Used for adding, subtracting, data

multiplying and dividing are performed by repetitive additions or subtractions .

.
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This unit is also used for making comparisons of alpha

b.

numeric characters and indicating the results in a PRI register (previous
results indicator).

would be
involved.

+,

-

or

For example, after an arithmetic operation the PRI

depending on the size of the numbers and the operation

Also after a comparison the PRI would be f, - or

on the characters in the comparison.

depending

The results would be referred to as

high, low, or equal.
c.

The P Register contains the address location of the next

instruction to be executed.

This register is incremented by 6 each time

an instruction is accessed.

It may also be reset on a transfer of control

operation to the A or B register setting.
d.

The "0" Register contains the operation code, and tells the

machine what is to be done.
e.

The "N" Register stores the "N" code which limits the opera-

tion or denotes the input/output unit address.
f

(EXPLAIN)

The "A" and "B" Registers receive the address location of

the A and B operands.

The operands specify the locations of the data to

be operated upon or the position in memory to which control is to be transferred. (EXPLAIN)
g.

Memory Register is the medium by which the instructions or

data are transferred to or from HSM.
h.

Memory address register controls the access of instructions

into the register by counting each character.
i.

Bus-Adder will not be discussed in this problem.

j.

Console .

Is the display panel used by the operator to

interrogate the status of the computer memory and the operations being

-

.
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performed.

The visual display of the registers are usually located on the

console.
k.

Input/Output "1/0 ."

This is the channel over which data

travels to and from various input /output devices.
1.

Access Instruction No.

1

(ADDRESS REGISTERS SETTING AT 0)

1.

Show flow into registers.

2.

Explain operation of P register.

3.

Explain operation of MAR register.

4.

Explain that data would fill memory locations 86

through 99.
Access Instructions Mo. 5 and 6 .
1.

Explain as above.

2.

Explain conditional transfer of control use of "P"

register.

QUESTIONS
V.

FINISHED PROBLEM
(HANDOUT #9)
This is a very elementary example of programming, used to show

you the step by step method of solving a problem.

From this simple program

we can see some of the problems that systems analysts and programmers must
overcome before a task can be given to the computer.

Writing the program is only half the job.

After the program has

been converted to an acceptable form (punched-cards) for the computer it is
then checked out, first for validity or acceptance by the computer itself,
and then in processing data on a trail run.

After all checking and cor-

.
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relations have been completed, the program must be documented.

record leapt.

A complete

This facilitates changes or reference at a later date, also

run manuals and procedures must be prepared so that people will know how
to operate with the program.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Necessity for Management Training

Computer usage has been expanding very rapidly in the last few
years.

This expansion will be the cause of numerous future changes in

management operations.

A survey of McKinsey and Company supports this

theory and points out that the computer is not merely a machine but a

new resource to be utilized in solving long standing management problems.

To utilize this resource effectively will require a basic change in
approach.

Imagination in its use by some managers paid off handsomely.

To accomplish this realization management must become involved by
exerting executive leadership and management controls of the system.

They must therefore be trained in the methods, procedures and capabilities of data processing if they are to exploit computer systems properly.

The Marine Corps and Computers
The Marine Corps, currently in an expansionary phase in the acquisition of computers, utilizes them primarily in Supply Accounting, Personnel Accounting, Fiscal and Disbursing, and other logistical support

programs.

However, there is no segment of Marine Corps activity which is

not directly Influenced by the use of electronic computers.
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The ever expanding complexity of all computer oriented systems
demands that all officers have an understanding of automatic data processing.
This need has been recognized but the implementation has been slow.

The

service academies, Amphibious Warfare School, and the Command and Staff

College are providing training, but the number of students is limited.

A step in the right direction towards orientation of all officers
is an internal course conducted at Headquarters Marine Corps.

lesson plans for that course are presently available.

No detailed

Concern for the

need of a semi "Standard course to be presented locally at all installations
has been expressed by certain Marine Corps officials.

The Cherry Point Approach
An approach to training of management personnel was conducted at
the Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N. C.

A total of three hundred

fifty-eight management personnel at Cherry Point have attended an orientation course.

This course covered data processing in general coupled with

specific reference in the latter portion to the computer system at Cherry
Point and the utilization of the system.

It was originally thirty hours

in length, but was reduced to twenty-three hours due to certain aspects of

management resistance.
An analysis of critique sheets on the course overwhelmingly indicates that the course is logically organized, well presented, and of

assistance to managers in accomplishment of their jobs.

.

L/f:i>
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Conclusions ;
1.

That training or orientation of all Marine Corps Officers in the

"mystic" of the computer is of primary importance to its efficient and

economical use.
2.

That a semi-standard course of two main segments be developed

for use at all Marine Corps installations.

The first section of the

course should cover data processing in general and be standardized.

possible design for this portion is presented in Chapter IV.

A

The second

section of the course should cover hardware, software, and systems application.

This should be non-standard and developed by each command to fit

its needs.
3.

That the course not be over twenty-four hours in length.

4.

That the area of specialized training which has not been

touched upon in the presentation, is a fertile subject for further in-

vestigation.
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